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Apocalypse Now Or
New Golden Age?
Editorial comment:
As we enter the New Millennium, do we look
forward with dread to the Apocalypse? Or with
great optimism to a new Golden Age? The future is,
most certainly, up to us to create. As reasoning
creative beings, surely our choices should lead us to
a bright future, rather than the gloom-and-doom
portrayed by Hollywood.
As we are guided along our path, it has been
made clear that to undo what currently IS and create
what we wish to be, it will be necessary to utilize the
game plan laid forth by the adversary, as expressed
in the Protocols. The first step in the direction of
renewal, therefore, is to regain control of the
monetary system (i.e. “get the gold”).
With the view that knowledge is power, it
behooves us to learn as much as we can about the
fundamentals of “money” for, as the saying goes,
“Money makes the world go ’round.”
If it is to be a Golden Age into which we enter,
it seems likely that the money system will be based on
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the age-old value represented by gold, rather than on
baseless fiat currency. As a further look into the
possibilities, we next present—with great appreciation
for his work—a well-written article by Reg Howe,
from the Internet.
[QUOTING:]

INTEREST RATES:
THE GOLDEN CONNECTION
By Reg Howe, 12/30/99

Gold’s propensity to retain, over long periods of
time, a reasonably constant purchasing power is widely
recognized. Less widely appreciated but just as
significant is the long-term stability of gold interest
rates. Both together are the defining attributes of gold
money, features which governments have heretofore
proven incapable of replicating with their fiat-money
substitutes.
Relatively low and stable interest rates under the
gold standard were the product of measuring economic
value by a shared and real international yardstick.
Money—dollars, pounds, francs, etc.—was a certain
weight of gold, not an artifice of bankers or
governments. A lawful dollar had a real cost of
manufacture, related to the cost of producing gold.
Seigniorage was close to zero, not virtually 100%.
Money was not simply a means to facilitate exchanges;
it was both a store and standard of value.
Because international balances were settled in gold,
small countries could trade on relatively equal terms
with larger ones. Trade deficits could be offset by
capital flows, but no country was required to hold large
(Continued on page 2)
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amounts of another’s paper in its reserves. Any
country, small as well as large, could achieve monetary
sovereignty and a sound currency simply by following
the prudential rules imposed by gold. Quality of
monetary policy and banking practices mattered more
than economic size, permitting Switzerland, one of
Europe’s smaller countries, to become a banking and
financial powerhouse.
Of course, the gold standard was not perfect and
some of today’s monetary problems were also issues a
century ago. For example, excessive credit inflation
was always a potential problem under the gold standard
and many were the panics resulting from overexuberance in this regard. So too, in the area of
productivity, whether the gold supply could grow
sufficiently to provide adequate increases in the
monetary base remained a constant concern, particularly
for expanding industrial economies.
As it turned out, gold discoveries in California,
Alaska and later South Africa were adequate to the
task, enabling most major countries to maintain
substantially unchanged gold parities from the early
Eighteenth Century to the outbreak of World War I.
Indeed, the gold discoveries in South Africa were large
enough to cause a short but unusual period of U.S.
peacetime wholesale price inflation averaging 2.5%
annually from 1897-1914. See M. Friedman et al.,
Monetary History of the United States (Princeton
Univ. Press, 1963), p. 135.
World War I so shaped the history of the Twentieth
Century that it is hard to imagine what it would have
been like without this almost inadvertent cataclysm.
The classical gold standard could not accommodate—
at existing gold parities—the wartime financing
requirements of the principal belligerents. Considerable
gold flowed to the United States, swelling its money
supply and raising the general price level. After the
war, the British made a critical error in trying to return
to gold at the prewar parity, effectively forcing a severe
deflation. France, which devalued [gold] after the war,
fared somewhat better.
The gold standard, in a sense, fell victim after the
war to its own earlier success, for a century of largely
stable gold parities rendered the notion of a “good” or
“necessary” devaluation anathema to many. Economists
who assign major blame for the Great Depression to the
effort to stay on gold are partly correct. But it was not
so much the effort to stay on gold, as [it was] AngloAmerican policies aimed at preserving prewar parities
that lay at the root of the difficulty. The enormous
credit expansion associated with World War I was
beyond remedy by a mere panic; it simply could not be
handled other than by severe deflation or devaluation.
Although the gold standard could not prevent
excessive credit expansions or even fix permanently
appropriate gold exchange rates, it did effectively set
interest rates within a rather narrow range. Under the
classical gold standard prior to World War I, short-term
interest rates in both the United States and Britain
tended to cycle between 2% and 5%. Very rarely and
never for long did they breach these limits.—S. Homer
et al., A History of Interest Rates (Rutgers Univ.
Press, 3d ed., 1996), pp. 207, 321, 357, 364-365. For
a brief graphic history of real and nominal long-term
interest rates, see P. Brimelow, “What Drives Interest
Rates”, Forbes, Dec. 27, 1999, pp. 218-219.
Under the gold standard, business and credit
expansions were typically associated with higher interest

rates. Panics normally brought lower rates, as fear
reduced both willingness to lend and demand for credit.
Prior to the stock market crash in 1929, short-term rates
moved over 5% as they had prior to the Panic of 1907
and during the war years. What was different in the
1930s was that short rates not only fell but also
remained stuck under 1% for several years. Central
banking under the Fed, exacerbated by the monetary
excesses of World War I, managed to accomplish what
free banking and the Civil War never could: a severe
multi-year national bust.
Today, what was once simply banking is “gold”
banking. Interest rates on gold are now “lease” rates.
Yet their levels cycle within substantially the same
range as before. Last fall’s gold banking crisis
demonstrated 5% gold lease rates to be as much a
harbinger of trouble as 5% short-term interest rates
under the gold standard. Both signaled too much paper
gold—too much gold credit—relative to available
physical gold.
The question now is whether the recent gold
banking panic will prove a relatively brief episode
caused largely by temporary factors, or whether more
fundamental distortions were at work. In the latter
event, the 1929 experience suggests that gold lending
and gold interest rates could remain depressed for a
considerable period of time and that a fundamental
revaluation of gold may be necessary before the gold
credit market can fully recover.
As the millennium turns, U.S. economists hail the
“Goldilocks” economy. The Fed, originally formed to
stabilize the gold value of the dollar, instead wages an
undeclared hidden war on the discipline of gold. And
for now, at least, relegated to the realm of quaint ideas
from long ago is John Stuart Mill’s admonition
(Principles of Political Economy (orig. ed. 1848, 5th
ed. 1877), Bk. III, Ch. XIII, s. 3):
“Although no doctrine in political economy rests on
more obvious grounds than the mischief of a paper
currency not maintained at the same value with a
metallic, either by convertibility, or by some principle
of limitation equivalent to it; and although, accordingly,
this doctrine has, though not till after the discussions of
many years, been tolerably effectually drummed into the
public mind; yet dissentients are still numerous, and
projectors every now and then start up with plans for
curing all the economical evils of society by means of
an unlimited issue of inconvertible paper. There is, in
truth, a great charm to the idea. To be able to pay off
the national debt, defray the expenses of government
without taxation, and in fine, to make the fortunes of
the whole community, is a brilliant prospect, when once
a man is capable of believing that printing a few
characters on bits of paper will do it. The
philosopher’s stone could not be expected to do more.”
For almost 70 years, the United States—contrary to
its own Constitution and the most deeply held beliefs
of its Founding Fathers—has led the world down the
path of unlimited fiat money. Its paper dollar has
become the de facto international monetary standard; its
debt the world’s principal international reserve asset;
and its trade deficits the world’s main source of
international liquidity. As a result, some 40% of
outstanding U.S. marketable debt securities are now
held by foreigners, up from 20% just five years ago.
See M. M. Phillips, “Foreigners’ Share of Treasurys Is
Growing”, the Wall Street Journal, Dec. 20, 1999, p.
A2. And the U.S. trade deficit is now running at an
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annual rate exceeding $300 billion, a level previously
quite unimaginable.
This situation would be dangerous under any
circumstances. An historic U.S. stock market bubble
fueled in large part by an out-of-control domestic credit
expansion makes it explosive. Why? Because a
simultaneous decline in the stock market and the dollar
could cause interest rates to rise sharply rather than
decline. The Fed cannot simultaneously support the
domestic financial structure with lower rates and defend
the dollar with higher ones. Its vaunted domestic
powers could be checkmated by international demands,
heightened by the dollar’s role as the world’s main
reserve currency.
Under the severest strains, a system of unlimited
paper money backed by a lender of last resort behaves
quite differently from a system based on gold—the
money of last resort. Ultimately, neither system can
save imprudent lenders or borrowers from the
consequences of their acts. But whereas the latter will
stabilize at lower interest rates with the underlying
monetary system still intact, a system based on
unlimited paper will tend toward hyperinflation unless
checked by very high interest rates, themselves business
killers, which will prolong and intensify the economic
downturn.
In recent years many small countries have learned
this lesson the hard way as international capital fled
their currencies and financial markets. Boom has
turned to bust, often quite suddenly. Few illusions are
as dangerous as: “It’s different this time.” Except,
perhaps: “It can’t happen here.”
[END QUOTING]
Perhaps what the world needs is a CHOICE—an
alternative to today’s global fiat monetary system?
Yes, we think so. The Phoenix builds up THROUGH
what is to create the new reality, and so we are most
appreciative of the efforts of our compatriots in the
Philippines at this moment.
Are there any gold reserves left in the United
States? Have some of them, perhaps, been
repatriated? We know that Fort Knox was stripped
bare during Lyndon Johnson’s tenure in the White
House. If there are no gold reserves, why come out
and “categorically deny” that the United States has
any intentions of selling off any of its reserves? Of
course, it could be that this statement is still merely
covering for the empty (except for radioactive waste)
rooms at Fort Knox.
We extend our appreciation to Dr. Paul Hein for
his analysis in this next piece, again from the
Internet.
[QUOTING:]
THE WAR ON GOLD INTENSIFIES
By Dr. Paul Hein, 1/12/00
Look out, gold bugs! The attack upon the precious
metal is going to escalate. Your metal mettle will be
tested.
The United States will soon be dumping its gold
reserves on the market, signaling, in all likelihood, a
massive desertion of gold by any governments which
still have significant amounts of the stuff. We learned
this from U.S. Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers,
who said on Saturday, January 8, “I categorically deny
assertions that U.S. gold reserves were being sold off or
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that there is any plan to sell them off.” A word to the
wise!
Summers is a politician, and being a member of the
Clinton Administration, is a politician in the worst sense
of the word, which is saying something. Politicians lie
and, when money is involved, they lie automatically and
easily; the truth being whatever is expedient at the
moment. Precious metals are never expedient!
In the late 40s, there were rumors that the British
pound was going to be devalued. Sir Stafford Cripps
was Chancellor of the Exchequer, and he pooh-poohed
the idea. Between January 26, 1948, and September 6,
1949, Cripps made a series of nine statements about the
allegation. He said, “A reported plan to devalue the
pound is complete nonsense,” and “there will be no
devaluation of the pound sterling”, and “devaluation is
neither advisable nor even possible”, and “no one need
fear devaluation of our currency in any circumstances”.
The pound was devalued on September 18, 1949. As
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Cripps could hardly have
been taken by surprise by the devaluation. No, he lied
because the truth is simply not compatible with
governmental policies about money and especially gold.
Another example: The International Monetary
Fund has begun to sell gold to raise cash for debt relief
for poor nations. Of course, it is very probably the
policies of those who direct the IMF which have
resulted in so much Third World poverty; but in any
event, the idea that an agency sponsored by powerful
banks, such as the IMF, needs to “raise cash” by selling
gold is so laughable that one marvels at the moxie of
the IMF spokesmen who make that claim. The world’s
bankers create money with the stroke of the pen, or,
nowadays, the touch of a keypad, and the idea that they
could somehow experience a shortage of it, requiring
them to sell gold, is untenable.
Moreover, the gold sold by the IMF to its creditors
is sold at a price of $48/ounce. The lucky purchasers
then resell it for the going rate, about $285/ounce.
Well, if the IMF justifies this charade as a means
of raising funds, why doesn’t it just put the gold on the
market for $285, and eliminate the middleman? I don’t
know, but the thought has crossed my mind that
perhaps the IMF has cronies it wishes to reward, or
governments it wants to, in effect, buy. Its official
reason for the strange arrangement is that it does not
want to depress the world market price for gold because
some of the very countries it is trying to help are gold
producers.
Think about that! A country which produces one
of the most widely used and desirable metals, sought
by nations and individuals for thousands of years, is
poor because it doesn’t have sufficient bits of brightly
printed paper chits! There is nothing new about
insanity, of course, but has it ever been endemic
before now? Is a nation with valuable natural
resources going to grovel before one with bits of
paper? Besides, won’t the sale of gold for $285 by
the lucky nations which bought it for $48 be as likely
to depress the price as if the IMF sold it directly for
$285?
So when U.S. Treasury Secretary Summers insists
that the U.S. has no plans to sell its gold reserves, take
care! The sale is inevitable. A result will be a further
lowering of the price of gold (in terms of imaginary
money, of course), which may convince some people
that it is not worth holding. If they dump gold as well,
the price will be further depressed and the link between

money and gold further attenuated.
Where is the gold going? Unlike modern
money—which is created when loaned and
annihilated when repaid—gold is here to stay. Does
gold dumping by governments serve the purpose,
among others, of making it available cheap to the
cognoscenti? Do those in the know suspect a massive
collapse of confidence in fiat, thus inclining them to
purchase the yellow metal privately, while deriding it
in public?
And it’s not just gold about which governments
lie. On July 3, 1965, Congress heard from President
Johnson about the developing shortage of silver coins.
Mr. Johnson declared that “Silver is becoming too
scarce for continued large-scale use in coins.” What
he meant, of course, was that his government wanted
to pay its debts cheaply, with “dollars”, being
whatever the government decided, instead of with the
wealth that had been promised. Describing the
nickel-clad copper coin intended to replace the quarter
he said, “It is our intention that the new coinage
circulate side by side with our existing coinage.”
Shades of Gresham! The President declared that
“…prompt action on a new coinage will help us
protect the silver coinage by freeing our silver
reserves for redemption of silver certificates at $1.29
per ounce.” Silver certificates became nonredeemable within a few years of that promise.
Nothing was said, of course, about the law imposing
the death penalty upon any Treasury official found
guilty of debasing the coinage!
One can speculate about such things, but one
thing is clear: The attitude of governments toward
gold or silver is one of implacable hostility and any
public statements coming from such a government
will, inevitably, be self-serving, not to mention
confusing and idiotic.
phein@inlink.com
[END QUOTING]
The implementation of a sound monetary system
around the world will put power into the hands of
the possessors of physical gold. Isn’t it nice to be
on the side of the REAL power, knowing that plans
were laid forth FOR THIS DAY?
The next article, a review of The Yamato
Dynasty by Sterling Seagrave, provides some
interesting background information regarding the socalled "Yamashita’s Gold" or, herein, "Hirohito's
Gold". While we can't vouch for the accuracy of
much of the information, it is still a good read which
we hope you will enjoy.
[QUOTING:]
HIROHITO’S GOLD
Explosive Japanese WW II Secrets Revealed
By Andrew Springer, BusinessAge Magazine,
October 1999
The history of the war in the Pacific is littered
with tales of Japanese cruelty against British and
American servicemen, amongst others. Not only did
Imperial Japanese forces treat Allied POWs as slaves
to build their railway in Burma, but they also used
them in horrific medical experiments at Mukden,
Manchuria, the headquarters of the secretive Unit
731—Japan’s chemical and biological warfare
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weapons facility. Yet, even while all this was taking
place, another more furtive Japanese force was
engaged in work so secret that it has remained
concealed, until now.
Operating under the command of a royal prince
of the Imperial household, a highly secret unit was
tasked with the methodical plunder of Southeast Asia.
The project was called Golden Lily—named after a
poem written by Emperor Hirohito. The unit
plundered such profoundly large quantities of loot
from China and Southeast Asia that, following the
end of the war, the West determined to keep its
activities secret. A mixture of fear, greed, an
impending cold war and a vast complex of
international corruption sat behind this decision.
Cynically forgotten were the horrific deaths of
Allied POWs who were forced to build complex
tunnel systems and other underground depositories
and then were buried alive with the loot. This is one
reason, perhaps, why history will record this as one
of the most explosive stories of World War II ever to
be told.
American author Sterling Seagrave has previously
received international acclaim for his penetrating
investigative books: The Soong Dynasty, and The
Marcos Dynasty. Now, in his latest work, The
Yamato Dynasty, Seagrave unveils some of the most
enduring secrets of the war in the Pacific. The
revelations are certain to cause uproar in London,
Washington and Tokyo and will, in all likelihood,
contribute to a number of major class-action lawsuits
against the U.S. and Japanese governments.
Bearing the sub-title The Secret History of
Japan’s Imperial Family, Seagrave’s book sets out to
expose numerous aspects of the Japanese Imperial
Family and their way of life that, even today, remain
eclipsed from the general Japanese public. Some of
this information came from memoirs written by
members of the Imperial Family but also includes
“fragments” extracted from Emperor Hirohito’s own
diaries that the Imperial Household has tried to
suppress. Other information has been gathered over
nearly twenty years of intense investigation. What
was learned dispels the accepted view of history,
replacing it with a reality that is both shocking and
absorbing for the reader.
The first myth to be exploded is the claim that the
current Imperial Family has ruled as part of a single
dynasty that has “reined unbroken since time
memorial”. The facts are quite different. The present
Meiji Family was installed on the throne in the mid18th Century as part of a coup orchestrated by the
powerful Satsuma, Choshu, Hizen and Tosa clans. In
consolidating the coup, the plotters plundered the vast
assets of the previous Imperial Family—a fact that
should not be overlooked as this story unfolds.
Nor is the word “rule” at all accurate. As
Sterling and Peggy Seagrave make clear, the ruling
family of Japan has always been governed by others
more powerful than themselves. The Emperor and
Imperial Family are figureheads used to conceal from
the public the real power brokers who lurk behind the
“black curtain”. These are the family owned and
managed businesses or Zaibatia that include such
transnational corporations as Mitsubishi, Mitsui and
Sumitomo, amongst others.
The authors say this corporate power has grown
stronger, not weaker, and that the “postwar” financial
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cliques share power with nobody. Not with the
emperor, who is only a magic wand, and not with
elected politicians, who are only hand puppets.
Financial cliques are the most powerful forces in
modem Japan. Moreover, Japan’s postwar business
structure is unlike any other modem industrial society
for the simple reason that organised crime is openly
factored into it. Hence the Zaibatsu includes not only
“financiers, bankers and beads of corporations, but
underworld bosses”—the so-called Yakuza crime
clans.
The financial elite maintain their positions of
power by paying bribes. In the same way that
Japanese society is rigidly structured in certain key
ways, it should come as no surprise that political
bribery and large-scale corruption are also disciplined
art forms. Political bribes are paid in “Bullets”, with
each shot amounting to 100 million Yen, equivalent
to U.S.$800,000. This enables the most powerful
families to govern from a position of invisibility—a
feature that has dominated the thoughts of Japan’s
ruling elite throughout recent history.
The most powerful man in Japan today is
virtually unknown in the West and is only rarely
mentioned at home because of his connections with
international sporting events. As head of the Seibu
group, Tsutsumi Yoshiaki’s power snakes out to over
100 Japanese corporations and numerous international
businesses. Yet, the authors say that Tsutsumi
Yoshiaki is probably the richest man in the world,
with declared assets greater than those of Bill
Gates—before the American computer whiz-kid’s
bank balance hit $50 billion. Meanwhile, Tsutsumi’s
undeclared assets are greater still, the authors believe.
A significant proportion of the current financial
power of the Zaibatsu and, indeed, that of the
Imperial Family has its origin in WW II. For
instance, Seagrave reveals that “Most Zaibatsu had
participated in the looting of conquered countries and
helped in running the wartime drug trade on the
mainland. An estimated $3 billion was made in the
heroin trade alone.” After the war, the vast wealth
that had been accumulated from the heroin trade and
from plundering China and other Southeast Asian
nations magically disappeared. The result was that
Allied Military Supreme Commander General
Douglas MacArthur accepted the position that Japan
was technically bankrupt. This minimised the amount
Japan was ordered to pay in war reparations to a
meager $1 billion. From this, Allied POWs were
paid trivial amounts in recompense for the
inhumanities inflicted upon them during their
internment. British POWs were paid a miserable £48
each, for example.
As part of his duties as Supreme Commander of
the Allied Powers, General Douglas MacArthur was
ordered by Washington to conduct a meticulous audit
of the Imperial Family’s entire wealth. MacArthur
silently demurred and, instead, instructed Hirohito’s
own accountants and advisers to prepare a “self-audit
listing only the Emperor’s domestic holdings as of
late October 1945”. Hirohito’s team set about their
task with relish, latching on to numerous, ingenious
ploys to the Emperor’s wealth. The figure they
eventually presented to MacArthur totaled about $100
million. This led to the bizarre announcement by the
Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers that the
Emperor, after paying taxes and other “penalties”,

only possessed the paltry sum of $42,000 in cash.
The reality was, as ever, quite different. Experts
who have investigated these matters now conclude
that the Emperor’s domestic wealth, excluding art
treasures, land, palaces and other items, was closer to
$4 billion. This huge sum had accumulated over
many decades and represented the throne’s
percentage of Zaibatsu company profits and
shareholdings that formed the historical arrangements
to keep the Emperor “above” bribes.
Yet, this sum was just part of an even greater
hoard of wealth that was hidden at the end of the war.
In January 1944, when it became clear that the Allies
would win the war, Privy Seal Kido called a meeting
of Japan’s leading investment bankers to advise the
throne on how best to preserve the wealth of the
Imperial Family. The authors go on to reveal that in
addition to large foreign investments and
shareholdings, the Emperor’s large portfolio of gold,
silver and platinum was “held under various covers in
the vaults of banks in Switzerland, Sweden, the
Vatican, Portugal, Argentina, Spain, Britain and the
United States”. The bullion that could not be
laundered in time was trucked to a vast underground
Imperial “bunker” where it was stashed in secret.
This was at Nagano, north of Tokyo—a backwater
town artfully developed by Tsutsumi Yoshiaki in time
for the Winter Olympics. Tsutsumi, as head of
Japan’s Olympic Committee, had earlier courted Juan
Antonio Samaranch, Chairman of the International
Olympic Committee. This would later lead to
sensational press stories that huge bribes had changed
hands.
The Nagona bullion bunker was only one of
numerous treasure sites where loot from all over Asia
was buried before the war's end. On the Philippines
alone, there were 172 locations used to stash booty
plundered by the Imperial Golden Lily treasure teams.
The authors reproduce one of Prince Chichibu’s
burial maps, showing a complex tunnel system dug
by POWs under the Army base at Teresa, near Rizal,
southeast of Manila. Here, bullion, platinum,
diamonds and valuable religious artefacts, including a
golden Buddha figurine weighing one tonne—and
collectively valued by Golden Lily accountants at
$190 billion—were buried together with live Allied
POWs who had been forced to dig the tunnels.
Part of the Teresa site was later recovered by
Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos—lending real
weight to tales of “Marcos gold” that have been
treated more as fantasy than fact by the international
media. Press interest has been limited, until now, to
the 1971 recovery of a Burmese Golden Buddha
figurine by amateur treasure hunter Rogelio “Roger”
Roxas. The figurine had a detachable head that when
removed left a small cavity stuffed full of diamonds.
The figurine was later stolen from Roxas by President
Marcos. Roxas was later murdered before he could
give evidence in a U.S. court in Hawaii that awarded
Marcos victims a total of $25 billion in damages.
The sheer quantity and value of plunder gathered
by the Golden Lily was mind-numbing. The whole
of Asia under Japanese control had been combed for
treasure. Most of it was shipped to Prince Chichibu’s
headquarters in the Philippines. By 1943, American
submarine activity had cut the sea lanes, making gold
shipments less certain. To circumvent Allied air and
naval attacks, Prince Chichibu had a fleet of four
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vessels painted with a Red Cross. These continued
to ply their way back and forth between Japanesecontrolled territories and the Philippines, carrying
huge amounts of plunder.
After the war had finished, Japanese-led groups
began to recover large amounts of treasure hidden in
the Philippines. They were not alone. Seagrave
reveals that American OSS (forerunner of the CIA)
agents watched as Japanese troops buried treasure at
Luzon in the Philippines and began a clandestine
recovery operation between 1945 and 1948. This
was headed by a Filipino-American OSS—and later
CIA—officer, Severino Garcia Santa Romana.
Romana, in turn, worked under the watchful eye of
the late and now infamous CIA operative, General
Edward Lansdale—who was embroiled in Operation
Mongoose and the abortive CIA invasion of Cuba
during the Kennedy Administration.
There was no intention on the part of the OSS/
CIA to return any of the plunder to the rightful
owners. Instead, Santa Romana set up numerous
front companies to launder the gold bullion secretly
recovered. In all, OSS/CIA gold bullion was secretly
deposited in a total of 176 bank accounts located in
42 countries.
Nor was this a rogue operation conducted by a
knowing few. The authors reveal that General
William Donovan, head of the OSS, knew of the
Lansdale-Romana recoveries, as did General Douglas
MacArthur and former U.S. President Herbert
Hoover. Knowledge also extended to cold-war
warrior and later head of the CIA Allen Dulles.
Seagrave also believes it likely that President Truman
was in the charmed circle of those who were
informed.
The twice-looted gold became “the basis of the
CIA’s ‘off the books’ operational funds during the
immediate postwar years, to create a worldwide anticommunist network”. To ensure loyalty to the cause,
the CIA distributed Gold-Bullion Certificates to
influential and well-known people throughout the
world. The authors hold documents showing that
“one of the big gold-bullion accounts set up by Santa
Romana was in the name of General Douglas
MacArthur”. Other documents indicate that gold
bullion worth $100 million was placed in an account
in the name of Herbert Hoover, former President of
the United States.
Meanwhile, Allied Veterans of the war in the
Pacific continue to fight for meaningful compensation
for the barbarous treatment they experienced. The $1
billion in reparations paid by Japan, once it had been
divided among the many millions entitled to
compensation, amounted to a pittance. As late as
November 1998, a Tokyo court rejected an appeal from
20,000 British, Australian, New Zealand and American
former internees who had asked for compensation of
$22,000 each.
In contrast to this miserly sum paid to Allied
POWs, leading Japanese Zaibatsu submitted their own
claims for compensation after the war, arguing that the
damage inflicted on their armaments factories by Allied
air raids required restitution. These claims totaled $5
billion and many were paid.
[END QUOTING]
Thanks, “Dad”, for the opportunity to participate
in this truly wondrous project of the reclamation of a
planet!—Presented by CONTACT staff
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Use What Life Gives
You In The Moment
1/17/00—#1
WHEN THE SOUL REACHES OUT
FOR SOLACE
Hatonn—When the soul seems to reach out for
solace it usually is NOT THE SOUL calling for
anything (except “reason”); it is the human ego calling
for empathy or, at the least, sympathy.
To example this point I will note that this morning
it has required great discipline for Dharma to sit to the
keyboard so that we might share some thoughts and
directions. We have not done so in a week, due to a
mandatory move from one “apartment” into another.
Over a year’s collection of a very busy office schedule
and living required a lot of input, preparation and
rearrangement, when the beings involved simply want to
go home.
Then the realization: WHAT HOME? There is no
home “back home”; it was taken by force and the things
moved out were, of necessity, simply shifted and shoved
into a storage area without rhyme or reason—so “home,
U.S.” is worse, as are other problems to be confronted.
We need to STAY until we conclude a workable
program HERE in this distant land of Southeast Asia—
period; end of discussion. Things are going well and
moving along in ways which intelligence requires lack
of input or attention. It IS, yes, a time of feeling
somehow inadequate and uninformed. That is because
you are deliberately kept uninformed to keep media and
press from being in your face as things come down to
the mat and massive social and economic changes take
place early-on with all the confusion fall-out.
Actually, it is a most appropriate time to take the
necessary steps to “move”, as we are in a bit of a lull
while some of the rest of us get our own work
structured and a foundation which is solid, and
infrastructure, tried and true, in place.
We will, E.J., finish up the registration and let us
use it as we would have the original structure, and then
let us go for the tri-registration with the three thenestablished “associations” so that we free up some of
the office work to local citizens. You will have other
and larger fish to fry elsewhere, and yet every facet of
our intended functions needs to be laid forth right here
at upstart and worked through diligently and
intelligently as a template of global programs. As you
witness the total lack of any structure within the social
structure and the total corruption within the
“government” systems, you can realize why we needed
THIS place to structure our platform, for we have all
we need, right here and available right now—even if
you can only see chaos. Remember that the very Satan
himself uses chaos and confusion as his major tool for
accomplishing his programs. SO, TOO, CAN WE!
The very best way to smoothly move from one
program into a better one is to utilize what IS and build
up through that which exists. Things simply get better,
and the stories can be in whole truth, and nobody will

pay any attention; and THIS is the way it must work
or you build new tyrants and dictators. You simply
start basing business and growth as already laid forth
but with “controlled” backing at the level where the
work is done, not in the total hands/control of
government parasites. Yes, it CAN be done and is
being shifted to do exactly THAT. However, each
thing must be feasible and have competent management
which continues to offer security to the business and
banking community.
Remember something VERY IMPORTANT: What
we establish now is that which we will have to make
work indefinitely. And, when our teams have some
“holding” funds, “time” will be more freely utilized in
the waiting game rather than a rush to wrong
structuring or dangerous interchange. When an
acceptable NEW WAY can be easily established, you
will be able to work with more “reasonable” parties.
Let us keep ever to our purpose and direction in Light,
Love and Total Integrity in all dealings, for these are
the things of God. And:
THE LORD WILL FIGHT FOR YOU—
YOU NEED ONLY TO BE STILL!
If you each, in your unique contribution, will do
YOUR TASK and stop attending others’ jobs, you will
be fine. If your job doesn’t somehow seem important
enough to you—then YOU ERR OR ARE SIMPLY
NOT MAKING AN EFFORT AT YOUR OWN BUT
CONTINUE TO BLAME, ACCUSE OR JUSTIFY
SELF BY YOUR MEASURES AGAINST
ANOTHER.
People have come to be armchair quarterbacks
without ever getting into the game—but those having to
be on the field WITHIN THE GAME are working their
hearts out. I tend to note the people watching a football
game, for instance, with a beer in hand, giving
suggestions to a TV screen while shouting, “We are
number one!” Number one what? In that stance you
have been entertained, nothing—NOTHING—more and
you look, indeed, FOOLISH. And no, I am NOT
saying “don’t watch the ballgame”—just KNOW what
you are doing and enjoy it for the entertainment it is.
You see, there is nothing different in war vs. a
game of ball. It is all nicely served up into your living
rooms by the manipulators and directors of either or
both. Certainly, it is obvious that you mentally
participate in REAL war as much as you do in a movie
involving war. You have become totally insensitive to
the reality vs. the play and—since both are orchestrated
for whatever purpose desired by those who CAN
orchestrate the viewing—YOU HAVE NO REALITY.
You simply get versions of various aspects in the
illusions presented by the TV magicians. The only
participation you have is choosing up someone else’s
OPINION. And then when someone DOES create a
better way, you want to destroy him for his “success”
or destroy him for his failure, according to your
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perceptions. People mostly do not want to do any work
or endure any inconvenience; they just want “YOURS”,
if you should happen to create that which is considered
“successful”. Even if there are no assets to grab, they
will try to destroy your very reputation if you cross
them in any way. LIES are the basis of living, for most
human travelers lie and manipulate and the others live
within the lies cast off onto them with the stability of
a flag in the wind.
“But I can’t do that...” I hear at every turn and
every thought. Well, what CAN you do? Is there some
gift God failed to give to you in your creation that
prevents you from LEARNING HOW TO DO A
THING? NO! You CHOOSE to do that which you do
and make excuses for your negative habits, attitudes
and attributes.
If you are a drinker of alcohol, taker of mindaltering drugs of ANY KIND or give excuses for
having that glass of wine or beer—you are acting
without responsibility. If you wish to drink—DO SO
KNOWING WHAT YOU ARE DOING, FOR
OTHERWISE YOU FOOL NOBODY, OTHER
THAN SELF, AND ONLY THEN BECAUSE YOU
HAVEN’T THE ENDURANCE OR STRENGTH OF
CHARACTER TO CHANGE. It is simply the way it
is and there are plenty of those who would HELP you,
if you ever admitted you have a shortcoming of some
kind. People will tell you that they “only take
(whatever) because of the pain...”. Well, pain of soul,
heart, head, foot, hand—each is pain, and that of
mental presentation or emotional cover-up is the worst
pain of all for enduring.
I marvel at the otherwise brilliant thinkers who so
need another’s attention and adoration to feel good
about self and yet do all the things possible to cause
rejection on a basic and personal interchange level.
Another excuse for abuse is total boredom and the
excuse reads like: “I only (drink, smoke...) to RELAX
a bit.” From what do you need relaxation? From your
boredom? Why are you so “uptight” anyway, as to
need mental alteration in perceptions to live with self?
“If I just had more money...” is a biggie. What
would YOU do with MORE MONEY? Indeed, LOTS
of things are solved with funding—so what do you do
to GET MORE FUNDS? Oh, you drink, smoke,
excuse, bitch, moan and complain? Mostly, you bitch,
moan and complain about SOMEBODY ELSE NOT
WORKING FAST ENOUGH TO SUIT YOU—LIKE
OLD HATONN.
GOD REWARDS FOR
SERVICE—HE DUMPS NOT ON YOUR BITTY
HEAD BECAUSE YOU BITCH, MOAN AND
COMPLAIN!
Come on, people, it is in your moments of decision
that your destiny is shaped. Sit and wait on another
forever and you shall wait long. If you are in a “team”
program, you ARE doing that which supports the team
outcome. Therefore, every positive support to another’s
endeavors, if they are in the same game, IS
ACCOMPLISHMENT AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
OF ONE ANOTHER’S FOCUS. The very ones “back
home” are carrying the load—and even moving the
contents of the “away team’s” home is a MAJOR
service to make sure the distant task can be concluded.
Those who claim to want to ensure their own position,
even if they have no investment at all, are assault troops
or parasites. What they ensure is that the rightful ones,
who would get return, lose. Look around you wherever
you are and you will see a myriad of those who
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“demand” and have little or no right to comment, much
the less take negative ACTIONS WHICH DESTROY
RATHER THAN CREATE THE CLAIMED
POSITIVE RESULTS OF THEIR OWN
INTENTIONS—OR STATED INTENTIONS.
When you must take another’s property, ideas,
patterns, funds—you are sick. And when you do this
in the name of God, Hosts, Angels or Cosmic
Brotherhood—you really are quite unfortunate. I take
no exception to the level of so-called education or
degrees acquired through mental gymnastics; theft is
theft whether it be through confiscation, outright
robbery or forceful entry and taking, proprietary
property pilfering or outright unlawful seizure. And, if
the parties to whom these things fall into their realm of
responsibility or ownership are AWAY, it is an even
more deceitful lie and theft involved. Then, to utilize
the “authority” as coming from Higher Cause is about
as degrading as man can stoop in his attitudes and
opinions of ego-self.
There is no more encouraging fact than the
unquestionable ability of man to ELEVATE HIS LIFE
by a conscious endeavor in creative structuring. And,
further, once included within such an endeavor—and
then to turn and destroy that very creation, if possible,
under any excuse or circumstance—is ensuring failure
for self.
You have had a myriad of good teachers to assist
you in gaining WISDOM, and in EACH projection of
wisdom comes the capability of having positive growth
or negative projection. For instance: “Nothing can
resist the human will that will stake even its existence
on its stated purpose,” is often attributed to one
Benjamin Disraeli. BUT, what IS YOUR PURPOSE?
If your purpose be to destroy—you can certainly work
ever diligently toward that end and you can undoubtedly
have some measure of success as to physical “things”
in destruction and manipulation—but you have done
NOTHING save strengthen the SOUL PURPOSE,
toward GOODNESS, of your declared “enemy” or
unfortunate foe. It is all in intent and perception.
AND, NO, DON’T TELL ME “BUT I THOUGHT...”.
NO, YOU DIDN’T “THINK”—YOU “CHOSE” AND
USUALLY WITHIN THE SOLE LIMITATIONS OF
EGO-MANIA; BE THAT YOUR OWN OR
ANOTHER’S WHOM YOU ALLOW TO
INFLUENCE YOU WITHOUT REASON OR
TRUTH.
Your life changes the moment you make a new,
congruent and committed decision. That, too, is either
in the direction of disruption or growth.
I WOULD REMIND ALL OF YOU READERS
OF SOMETHING MOST IMPORTANT: WHEN
YOU ARE LOYAL TO A PERSON OF ILLREPUTE—CONTINUING IN UNLAWFUL AND
NEGATIVE ATTITUDES AND ACTIONS—YOU
ARE NOT BEING LOYAL TO THAT “OTHER”;
YOU ARE BEING SOLELY LOYAL TO THE
MISPERCEPTIONS OF YOUR EGO-SELF.
So, in every instance of your experience, what are
you doing? Are you actually “living” or are you simply
killing time “preparing”, somehow, to live? Do you
hurt the very ones who CAN do something to help you
in living your purpose, while you choose to “act” in
immeasurably hurtful and gossiping ways to cover your
own indiscretions—CALLED BLAME? Oh yes, you
DO! Moreover, these people who exist in this manner
have no further loyalty to ANYONE other than to

present an attitude according to what is perceived the
most acceptable to anyone in conference at any
particular time—always to excuse self for disloyal,
unethical, criminal or immoral behavior of SELF. You
will put on your “actor’s” hat and pretend to be one
thing to one and something else to another, serving your
own need to cover self’s antics.
MAN IS BORN TO LIVE AND NOT TO
PREPARE TO LIVE. So, what are YOU doing? You
are doing neither when you simply play these idiotic
games with SELF. Many USE another to acquire
something they “think” will make their own lives better
and then shoot the very beings who allowed for your
growth. Usually, the knowledge acquired is also
dropped as to accomplishment—the minute the support
system of financial backup is withdrawn. This is
FAILURE to self, readers, in every aspect of
masochism and punishment of self while excusing at
every opportunity.
If, indeed, you wish to change something—you
have to get up off that backside and CREATE change
to a better society in some way, shape or form. And
no, voting does nothing—for the decisions are already
made as to WHO will be where when the computer
spits out the final tallies.
USE WHAT YOU HAVE IN THE MOMENT
So what can you do? Well, whatever you WANT
to do! One of the most important decisions you can
make to ensure your long-term HAPPINESS is to
decide to USE WHATEVER LIFE GIVES YOU IN
THE MOMENT.
Whining about what you “don’t” have is not even
worthy of comment here where we speak of
HAPPINESS and HIGH self-esteem. You HAVE
everything you need in this very moment to succeed or
fail according to your OWN measures. Ah, but—you
must clearly decide what you wish to accomplish.
You must clearly decide what it is that you’re
absolutely committed to achieving. You must be
willing to take massive action in a positive way, and
you must continue to make changes in your approach
until you achieve what you want, using whatever life
gives you along the way. NOTE: ANYONE WHO
HAS “SUCCEEDED” ON A LARGE SCALE HAS
TAKEN
THESE
FOUR
STEPS
AND
FOLLOWED THIS FORMULA.
Why are Ekkers succeeding against all odds?
Because they are totally committed to making this
journey a successful one in the area of better living
opportunities. They are willing to endure the slings and
arrows of the enemies and keep on keeping on in the
face of extreme hazards and opposition—even from
their own prior teammates and co-workers. The motto
has to become: Somebody HAS to do this, why NOT
me? When the alternative is “failure”, it is
unacceptable and is not considered as an alternative
choice. It all boils right down to PERSONAL
CHOICES. Nobody ever asks you to give up your
friendships and relationships, even if they be toward
those who are considered negative in aspect. The
choice which damages is when you choose to go along
with the actions and intent of those who illicitly act and
influence your own choices, for what you do—actually
in doing so and physically assisting such actions—is
box self into a corner, which disallows you to recover
or reverse the circumstances.
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How can I example this? Well, taking an extreme,
perhaps, but not too unusual, let us assume you are
against abortion but your best friend chooses to have an
abortion and tells you about it. You do not have to
give up your relationship with that friend but neither do
you condone the abortion or assist in its
accomplishment. These are personal choices in other
instances. Another example would be in the situation
where you have a friend taking part in some
questionable act of any kind which is WRONG and
unlawful, immoral or unethical, and they ask you to
help in moving the items or “fencing” the items or
holding the items taken; any assistance is called
accessory to the crime and you become totally liable,
legally. That doesn’t mean you have to give up your
Wednesday evening prayer meeting or sewing club with
that party. You confuse loyalty with actions, right or
wrong. If your participation is the measure of that
other person’s demands for your friendship—you have
problems, for to ask you to participate in a questionable
act in order to have a continued pleasant relationship—
is WRONG.
Remember something VERY
IMPORTANT: Most often these circumstances come
about by choices made as to betrayal or damaging ones
already claimed as friends. These are deadly emotional
choices because IF YOU ARE INCORRECT IN
YOUR ASSUMPTIONS THEN, IN BETRAYING
THE TRUE FRIENDS, YOU HAVE PROBABLY
MADE AN IRREVERSIBLE ACTION THROUGH
CHOICE. And “But I thought...” doesn’t cut it after
the fact or the abortion, for the baby is dead. Murder
is murder no matter what term you give to the act, so
don’t fool self or lie to self to ease conscience or fuel
your own opinions—when you don’t even know
circumstances, while you act without effort to even find
truth.
REMEMBER SOMETHING: BETRAYAL IS
FAR WORSE FOR THE BETRAYER THAN THE
BETRAYED, IN FACT. Being “betrayed” is
something another has to “accept and allow” without
choice. TO BETRAY is a choice of conscious action
and becomes a part of your karmic realization from the
moment of choice.
PAIN OR PLEASURE?
I am asked to comment on some of these topics
because it is difficult to “hold that line” JUST
BECAUSE YOU KNOW IT IS RIGHT AND
CORRECT. You all and each need remindings of
direction, and it doesn’t matter about the pain or the
wrongs—it is HOW YOU HANDLE IT. Life IS!
Therefore, you cannot live in an “up stage” all the time,
for you will note that there is then opportunity for
disappointments and negative perceptions. However,
you err if you allow distractions to cast you into a
depression wherein you function only on the focus of
depressive perceptions. If you can LEARN to be
“patient” in KNOWING that you have creative
capability and you have met requirements, you will
have no ability to fail to achieve. Impatience is purely
a lack of faith. Rather than depression, think of the
positive things which are likely happening outside your
attention. If you have created that which produces
successfully, you CAN KNOW that the conclusion can
only be successful—for that is the creative realization.
If you must focus on the possibilities, then only focus
on that which you might do to enhance, provide more
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supportive help, etc. Depression and disagreeable
attitudes are worse than distracters—as they, eventually,
totally debilitate. You will find that most people
reinforce the failure mechanism by a continual buying
into that which is depressive, actually setting up a
course which cannot create success other than through
“accident”.
Therefore, when you consider the very point of pain
and/or pleasure: The secret of success is learning how
to use pain and pleasure, INSTEAD OF HAVING
PAIN AND PLEASURE USE YOU. If you do that,
you are in control of your life. If you do not, whatever
comes along in life controls you.
A very good and “old” observation has been handed
down through your ages: “If you are distressed by
anything external, the pain is NOT due to the thing
itself but to your own estimate of it; and this you have
the power to revoke at any moment.”—Aurelius
As distress mounts—with, let us reference anyone
on my team who has undergone attack and must still
concern about expectations, etc.—LET GO AND LET
GOD. Simply do what can be done, timely, and release
it from your focus frame. Turn it over if you can to
those qualified to attend the business or action and you
continue in your purpose, as in “priorities” for the
purpose under consideration. So, you were pushed out
of your home, can you do anything about that from
9000 miles distant? Yes, you turn it over to those who
can attend the legal ramifications while you continue on
your pathway which will, when concluded, solve the
problem in both arenas.
I would also remind you that all and each are much
more often led by the hearts than by their
understandings. In this very focus you are destined to
make errors in good judgment, for you will act without
knowledge and when you do so, you cannot choose
correctly if there be “facts” of variance involved. Work
with FACTS, not “feelings”, so that when you make a
choice it is an “educated” realization and not helterskelter opinion tossing. The more unique an incident
might be, the easier it is for you to be misled. In this,
the point is—if you don’t have a plan for your life,
someone else does. Any time you are in an intense
emotional state, when you’re feeling strong sensations
of pain or pleasure, ANYTHING UNIQUE THAT
OCCURS CONCURRENTLY WILL BECOME
NEUROLOGICALLY LINKED. Therefore, in the
future, whenever that unique thing happens again, the
emotional state will return. This very thing is what is
wrong with gossip and continually prattling about
something in which you take sides on information not
accurate and to cover self’s participation or opinion.
You are simply reinforcing the lie and setting a pattern
which will become very difficult to change or rectify.
You destine yourself to the lesser pathway for growth,
for you are nurturing the thistles rather than the good
grain of the crop. You can only reap that which you
plant and, therefore, if you plant discord, you will reap
discord and will eventually refuse to accept truth in any
form, rather than face the fact that you might just be
WRONG.
When you have destroyed your own environment,
why, for goodness’ sakes, do you continue trying to
make a “life” within the same confines? All things
considered, what are you doing? Are you working at
revenge? Are you trying to prove something? What?
Is it not better to change attitudes and go where you can
HAVE A LIFE without the constant friction and misery

that requires constant attending by buddies of the same
ilk? So, all of you as a “group”—go somewhere else
if you were the “intruders” into a given area or business
venture. You actually make life a total misery for self
rather than adjust to what would better serve you, time
after time, and then complain that you are “always”
abused, had, mistreated or wronged. These are stupid
excuses to self, and they keep you isolated and shackled
within the LIE itself. And when you actually accuse
others of wrongdoing while THEY ARE MEETING
RESPONSIBILITIES, you are in no wise ready for
leadership of the future, for you cannot grow beyond
the worst of the past. You can only experience in “the
moment” and, therefore, if you spend your “moment” in
rehashing and making excuses in the moment, you
cannot have a better “future”, for you are wasting your
moment in which creation is accomplished. And if you
blame another for your own ills, think again. If you
continue in a circumstance in which you blame another
for your failure, the failure to get out of the
circumstance is your problem, not the other. Further,
if you come forth with someone else “made me do it”—
you err. If your circumstance is so seriously bound that
another can “make you do something against your will”,
you are in serious trouble, for you are working with an
EVIL ENVIRONMENT WITH EVIL PERSONS—for
force (“made me do it”) is NOT OF GOD. That,
further, comes under the heading of: Oh, well...!
I will leave you with a thought and later perhaps
we can look more deeply into healing solutions, if you
have fallen into the trap of being a “wind-chime” or
weathervane blowing in the changing winds of
existence. Nature has placed mankind under the
government of two sovereign masters, pain and
pleasure—they govern you in all you do, in all you say,
in all you think; every effort you can make to throw off
your subjection will serve but to demonstrate and
confirm it.
So, what are YOU doing today? Are you just
pretending and comparing yourself and thoughts with
those of like-minded cohorts, when you KNOW
WITHIN that you have made, at the least, hasty
judgments? How will the world turn out if
EVERYONE does what you have done? Will the
world be a better place? Be careful in your response
to self that you not lie further to self. Do your actions
and words, thoughts and deeds actually bring pleasure,
or are they but a cover-up for your misery and pain? I
have never seen thieves, liars and cheats having much
pleasure in the soul for misdeeds upon another. Will
the TRUTH “about” you bring pleasure or pain? And
by “truth” I don’t mean “half-truth”, for a HALF-truth
is still a LIE!
WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF DISCONTENT?
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old entity or of a full nine months of formation—but the
mother was just as “pregnant” at one week as at nine
months.
There are varying degrees of perception or actuality
of evil, in that a thought itself will be either evil or good
with the variation in the amount measured in the deed
itself or the thought itself. When you face the fact that
you KNOW “right” from “wrong”, then you KNOW
when you are thinking or acting in negative or positive
attitude and action, as measured by the intent or degree
of the good or the evil.
Here is where actions do speak far louder than
words and whereat you can control actions through the
thought being expressed. You KNOW what is evil and
what is good and you actually know the intent as well
as the MEASURE of same. You become one of those
living in the lie by manifesting the lie—through thought
and thoughtless deeds. However, don’t use THIS as an
excuse, for ANYTHING you do in consciousness
comes directly from thought. You can never
CONTROL your life or your thoughts until you stop,
THINK and then very carefully avoid the negative
deeds through your actions. You may well be
“impulsive” and to that you may use your impulsive
actions as your defense from foolishness. No, it is not
acceptable. You may well have an “impulsive” thought
and you may well wish to follow through—but wisdom
comes ONLY when you keep clear thought and total
control over your actions. But, alas, human conjures
monsters and pleads, then, to the gods, angels and hosts
of those gods, to “save” him—FROM HIMSELF.
UNTRUTHS
You people spend most of your lives cooking up all
kinds of untrue things. Now, why would you do this?
So you won’t be afraid. The mind makes a diligent
effort to soothe itself with stories and, after they get
made up, readers, you run around under their “spell” as
if through a magician’s edict. But if you look closer,
there’s one huge spell engulfing all of you. That is
called the evil entity.
The “evil” entity (call him the Little Devil or Satan,
or whatever terms you have for those evil beings and
attitudes) has infiltrated everything, inclusive of you.
This attitude or entity fools you into thinking that you
exist for no purpose besides mere survival. It dooms
you to age and get sick and, finally, die. He/she/it
doesn’t even have to show himself, for he/she/it is
EVERYWHERE.
Since the negative aspects seem to be the
predominate fact of your perceptions, you are destined
to wallow in them. Every once in a while, the reality
of creative positive satisfaction overrides the negative
and you get flashes of brilliant awareness, but the lie
becomes stronger and you succumb to its siren call.
However, be careful here because all the bad things in
your perception and in your world can’t be traced to the
little devils or to Satan. This is like being chased
somehow by a beast you haven’t even seen. Until you
confront the beast, how can you expect to ever remove
the fear and come into TRUTH IN REALITY?

EVIL is the source of most discontentment. Why?
Because evil is a negative aspect and the opposite,
generally speaking, of positive enjoyment and, certainly,
happiness. Reminding you here, of course, that “evil”
is that which moves you—or is a purposeful attempt to
move anyone (including self)—from the pathway to
GOD (goodness). It is rather like being or not being
“BELIEF” SYSTEMS
pregnant; there is only one or the other—although there
are varying degrees as to time involved, growth
You have full power to CREATE and full power to
involved, etc. If you are a female and are pregnant,
there is no “little bit” or “somewhat”—there is only DESTROY. Which will you choose? You cannot
“pregnant”. The fetus may well be only a tiny week- create through destruction and if you destroy that which
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is created, you cannot simply rebuild. Know that under
all that you think lives all that you believe. You
actually come to allow events to control your lives and
accept that somehow your environment has shaped who
you are. No greater lie was ever told. It’s not the
events of your lives that shape you, but your beliefs as
to what those events mean. Worse yet, most of your
beliefs are mere generalizations about your PAST,
based on your interpretations of whether those events
were painful or pleasurable experiences. Therefore,
since you cannot actually change the past events, you
CAN CHANGE your attitude about them.
Taking this further yet, what do you believe or
KNOW about yourself? Are you intelligent? Do you
“believe” that you are intelligent or do you KNOW that
you are intelligent? Yes, it makes a great difference, for
in one idea you only believe something which may or
may not be “true”. If you KNOW something, it is
REALITY. The point is to allow only things of
positive portent to be accepted by weighing facts. One
accepts RESPONSIBILITY for the outcome of those
beliefs and knowing.
For instance, you denounce someone who is telling a
story because he refers to the grass as being red. You
believe that grass is green, or brown if dead. Well, there
are varieties of grass which are red in predominant
coloration. If, then, you KNOW the facts of the matter,
you would be prepared to better understand the story itself.
I am reminded and remind you of those who out
of the blue say “go within” and KNOW. No, you
cannot JUST go within and know a thing. You must
first have data input upon which a valid decision can
be considered. You can NEVER make a value
judgment until you have BOTH SIDES OF ANY
PRESENTATION.
I would caution you, however, as you must
understand that first you have to come to a “belief”,
prior to moving on into KNOWING. There must be
something upon which to base a value. Why do people
cling to WRONG (incorrect) ideas and input? Because
they fear the outcome if they have presented a false bit
of information. And don’t debate this issue by saying
to me “be realistic”. What a load of hogswill.
People so often develop limiting beliefs about who
they are and of what they are capable. If there are past
experiences which represent failure, they come to
believe they won’t be able to succeed in the future and
spend their “now” in wasted energy. What is this?
Well, it is a fear of a repeat of the pain that came from
whatever experiences brought pain in the past. So,
when the copout comes of “let’s be realistic”, you are
really just living in fear—terrified of being again
disappointed. Out of that fear, beliefs are developed
that cause hesitation in giving their best and
consequently limited results are again achieved. The
facts are that “realistic” means as many things to as
many people as there are people. But you can and must
always strive toward REALISM and get selves out of
the la-la-land of illusions in your scripting process
limiting your “play”. Most people get to the very brink
of great realistic SUCCESS—only to destroy all
possibilities for their achievement of same. Usually the
goal is money, or love or even happiness—but fear of
that very success ensures failure. Your attitude should
be that the belief that becomes truth for you is that
which allows you the best use of your strength, the best
means of putting your virtues into action. Furthermore,
you can have all the virtues in the world and, if not

utilized in action, it is as if they don’t exist.
Only in man’s imagination does ever truth find an
effective and undeniable existence. Imagination, not
invention, is the supreme master of all things, as of life.
Ah, but without the “inventor” manifesting the idea, it
remains forever just imagination. Therefore, until you
change your ideas and your imagination regarding self,
you may be as the poor soul with such low self-image
that he takes on a job as a speed bump.
But are you “stuck” on the wheel of inability to reach
greatness? No, not if you are ready, willing and able to
bring about change. Until you WANT to change, you
will not change. While you are realizing this point, also
realize that you can never forget that everything you do is
basically your need to avoid pain or your desire to gain
pleasure—and the epitome of this concept is that man lives
to gain happiness. The remarkable thing about human
beings, however, is that it seems to require pain to cause
change. If you associate enough pain to anything, you will
change. You may well choose to change the wrong things,
however.
I suggest you also look at the valid necessity of
DOUBT. If you are really honest with yourself, won't you
find that there are some “beliefs” you used to defend—
heart-and-soul—that you would now be embarrassed to
admit today? Where did you come by your “beliefs” in the
first place? Ah HA! Surely enough—through somebody
else you considered an authority figure of some kind. Facts
may well not enter the picture in this picture at all. It is
a VERY GOOD THING to question carefully, and the
more serious you perceive an incident or question to be—
the more investigation and research is necessary. Doubting
something is a wise attitude—while GAINING TRUTH
AND FACTS. Now, you will have to be prepared for idea
changes because the more you question properly, a thing
dumped onto your head, the more doubtful you will
become—until you KNOW and make an informed choice
or decision.
The Buddha once said: “We are what we think. All
that we are arises with our thoughts. With our thoughts,
we make our world.” This is surely more worthy of
consideration for the truth of it than for having a likeness
of Buddha hanging on your wall to be ignored.
If you want a “rule-of-thumb” regarding “truth”, I
suggest that you remember that all truth goes through three
steps: First, it is ridiculed; second, it is violently opposed;
and, finally, it is accepted as self-evident. I will also
remind you, however, that if TRUTH “is”, it will sustain
through all the testings put against it.
A man surely is that which he thinks to be in his heart.
He may well hide himself for a while from almost everyone
but HE WILL BE FOUND-OUT. His actions will
eventually reflect himself from within, for “YE SHALL
KNOW A MAN THROUGH HIS DEEDS”.
We who have purpose of worthy growth have no time
for wasting in blaming, revenging or judging another. The
responsible party for circumstances manifested will be
known eventually. Retribution is that which is
important, not revenge. And, thirdly, you had best
always judge the action—and the man will be known for
that which he IS. When he is caught in a lie, how does he
respond? Does he hide behind a pious, poor-persecuted-me
attitude? Does he blame others for his failures, weaknesses
or false perceptions? And lastly in your discernment,
would you have this person in question as THE leader of
your world? WHY? HOW? Have you not lived in the lie
long enough?
All things are in constant change so don’t go off
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considering that “things do not change; we change”.
Things DO change but, of course, you change like the
wind according to each new perception hitting from
anywhere and from any one. A good example of this
“change” idea is a joke of sorts. Say that you have a
lightbulb which suddenly “burns out”. Next, you
discern that it is actually “burned out”, so what do you
do since the bulb will NOT change itself robotically
unless programmed to do so? Do you call on a nuclear
scientist to come unscrew the bulb and replace it?
Well, not usually, but sometimes you seem to have to
analyze the circumstances and all the “feelings” you
might have about the bulb and its demise as a lighting
resource. So, you end up with a psychiatrist? Come
now, students, how many psychiatrists does it take to
change a lightbulb? Answer: Just one—but it is very
expensive, it takes a very long time and the lightbulb
has to want to change.
At most, in this little joke example, would it not be
far easier to expect that a bulb may well burn out in its
own time and that you would be wisely prepared if you
have a replacement handy?
There is no power as great as the power of your
brain but it is also very sad, indeed, that so few use
theirs except to make excuses, cover ego-traumas and
gain revenge for perceived assaults on that ego. I
qualify this statement about the power of the brain,
for the brain actually is only a tool for fulfilling the
ideas of the MIND. This makes the brain the second
most powerful one gift of individual man and
collective-mind considerations. If you can think it,
you can create it, is the worthwhile old adage
regarding creating and manifesting. You were an
IDEA in the MIND of GOD, made manifest.
You have to WANT TO CHANGE, chelas, or you
WILL NOT CHANGE. You can blame until hell
freezes, but it will change not one iota of the
circumstances or solve that which confronts you in the
first place—that YOU HAVE DEVELOPED FOR
YOUR OWN USE. People, it simply is not enough to
have a good mind; the main thing is to use it well—in
all things. If you allow another’s mind to control you
and your thoughts, you will romp down the primrose
path of their making—so be sure that is where you
WANT TO GO.
And remember something, you who feel slighted in
relationships and standards for advancement: You
cannot demand love or respect, you must COMMAND
both, if you wish to have either.
How well do you use yours? This is the most
important one focus on which to turn attention because
if you are wasting that wondrous gift of mind, you are
sorely lacking ability to keep self from being enslaved
by those who use their own against you in order to gain
for themselves power over you.
I suggest that this can simply be added to the prior
writing if it is preferred to a whole separate document.
My intent is not to increase either the load or the work
involved. These are points in LIVING to which we
must aspire in relationships and in the living of life
itself. It is the TIME of REALIZATION, and you
must have the guidelines for attaining that happiness
offered you as a practical aspect of your physical
progression in this changing world into a better way and
a golden age.
Love and best wishes for clear thinking, especially
regarding SELF.
dharma
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The Only Actual Reality:
You Are SOUL
1/19/00—#1
WHO SAID: “GOD SAID...”?
Hatonn—Every “preacher”, or teacher, CAN only be
a teacher or a preacher of what he has been “told” or
expressed from mental “within” in subsequent presentation
of information. Therefore, stop your silly “he said—she
said”, etc. At best the information presented is filtered
through interpretation, perceptions and opinions.
So what of Dharma? What of Dharma? She writes
what I tell her and hopefully I can present in such a way
that each of your well over 7 billion people can (or could)
receive meaning. Is this likely, since there must follow
that at least well over a hundred thousand languages and
dialects are to be considered?
Let me give you a “for instance”: I am now contacted
about “mind-altering” substances with great defensive
proclamations of “what I do is none of your business”.
From Canada comes the more recent use of my statements
about mind-altering substances. And, further, I was given
a lecture on why it is better that this particular groupie
went with “Spectrum” or “some other group” than
remaining “loyal” to such bigotry against people who live
according to their own perceptions.
I don’t make an edict that ANYONE even so much as
“use” anything I offer—UNLESS YOU ARE DIRECTLY
IN SERVICE TO MY MISSION, and even then I stay
OUT of your personal “drathers”. Not only is it useless
to do other than suggest—but it is against the laws of
GOD to use “force”, “coercion” or “duress”.
IF, however, you are claiming service to me, then I
expect you to get it RIGHT and not go chanting some BS
about your opinions as pertains, especially, TO THE
LAW OF THE LAND.
POTS AND PANS
It seems the objections are most especially around the
use of “pot”, as in marijuana, by whatever name you
choose, and objections as to its uses and abuses. I DO
NOT care what you do with self and, further, I CANNOT
STOP YOU FROM DOING ANYTHING—MOST
ESPECIALLY THAT WHICH IS HARMFUL TO
SELF—UNLESS IT REFERENCES OR REFLECTS ON
THAT WHICH IS MY CONCERN. Therefore, stop your
defense in that you claim I condone, or butt into or
demand that you do something against your will. Where
it involves or can reflect on something within my
“command” or “jurisdiction”, yes indeed, I WILL MOST
CERTAINLY EXPRESS STRONG SUGGESTIONS
AND WILL TELL YOU WHY; IF YOU DO
SOMETHING IN MY SPACE, MY PROGRAM, OR
WHAT YOU CONSIDER OUR PROJECTS, OR ARE
EXPECTING US TO WORK OUT MAJOR
FINANCING AND BACKUP FUNDS FOR PROJECTS
AND THUS AND SO, YES I DO ASK THAT YOU
FOLLOW CERTAIN GUIDELINES, WHICH ARE
SIMPLY WISE ACTIONS AND HAVE NOTHING TO
DO WITH WHAT YOU CHOOSE TO DO OR THINK

REGARDING ANY OTHER TOPIC UNDER THE
ILLUSION OF BLUE SKIES.
For instance, those working in the “Apple Center”
where the rents are paid by our resources—do not do
anything in ANY PART of that building that is
UNLAWFUL—period. If you fudge and claim that “well
I live there” or “well, it’s my office” or “well, it is none
of your business...” etc., IT “IS” OUR BUSINESS AND
YES, INDEED, WE CAN AND SHALL ASK YOU TO
DO “NOTHING” IN THAT AREA THAT IS ANY
WAY QUESTIONABLE AS TO BEING LEGAL
WITHIN ALL LAWS OF THE LAND.
The reason I bring this to attention here is that I get,
literally, arguments regarding what is harmful and what is
safe and how it helps to connect to God and, like with
native use of Peyote, it doesn’t matter what I think—it is
unlawful. We hear all the way from Canada as to bring
argument, called “debate”, about these things. No, there
is neither argument nor debate; the things of which you
debate are ILLEGAL and I condone them NOT. If you
need to alter your mind to get in touch with God or
higher beings—you are NOT getting in touch with
THE CREATOR, but only moving into a realm
mostly “vacant” or “VOID”. If you feel better, so be
it, but it is not an ANSWER for any physical
“problem”. I do NOT want what you refer to as “a
pothead” doing anything critical for my “cause”—nor
do I want an alcoholic bog in response to my
immediate need for action from any one of you
considering yourselves to be on my team. These
substances fog the reception circuits and it is fine if
you choose these things—but KNOW that I must
move to those without “fog” to get my tasks done on
that physical plane. This is in no wise a demand, it
simply is the way it must be to accomplish, within
respect and honor, that which is a reflection on our
very beings.
I think that YOU THINK I don’t (somehow) know
what you are doing? No, I KNOW. This is why I have
to choose the people with whom I can entrust
responsibility AT ALL TIMES. I mean no offense, even,
for your choices are YOUR CHOICES—BUT MY
CHOICES ARE MINE!
I know that you think you get away with a lot because
you believe that Commander is “really” just “Doris”, etc.
No, WRONG! I know a lot of things you THINK I do
not see. I see Rick, for instance, with “family” in tow,
traveling to “town” just to go to a place where there is
“hard rock music” to continue to “get his kicks or fix’”.
This is a person who claimed to further the word of
CHRIST! This is not wise behavior, for the brush paints
the others who work with him—IF THAT BE
NEGATIVE BEHAVIOR. It IS, by the way, “negative”
behavior, in that it is the most useful PROGRAMMING
device (that particular music) of anything yet foisted off
onto you the public and your children. So, when a child
who is young and impressionable goes with parents, there
is an assumption of “it’s OK behavior”, and the child will
eventually probably act out as directed THROUGH THE
NOISE AND SUBLIMINAL INSTRUCTIONS FED
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DIRECTLY INTO THE BRAIN/MIND.
“Ah, but,” you might be inclined to say, “it is only a
pizza joint...”. Why would you have to drive an hour
away to get a pizza when the best available is right at
your doorstep, if you order it delivered? And YES, you
had better start thinking of these things because YOU
HAVE CHOSEN TO BECOME MY “ENEMY” AND I
WILL WIN IN ANY ENCOUNTER NECESSARY TO
PROTECT THE INTEGRITY OF THAT WHICH WE
DO.
Do NOT misinterpret these statements but KNOW
that that which you do that reflects on what we stand for
and do will be noted, because we have found through
EXPERIENCE that every tiny little action is brought to
bear against us—in fully legal circumstances, where we
must defend selves and property. If Rick Martin is your
chosen guru for belief and trust in that which he offers as
“truth”, you are in grave trouble. So be it.
Whatever YOU think about a given thing that is
controlled by THE LAW OF THE LAND, or what I may
think about it—KNOW THAT YOU ARE
CONTROLLED BY THE LAW OF THE LAND, FOR
YOU “ARE” HUMAN CITIZENS AND MUST ACT
ACCORDING TO THAT FACT AS PERCEIVED AS
“REAL”. TELL SOMEONE YOU ARE NOT
“REALLY PHYSICAL” AND YOU CAN EXPECT TO
SPEND YOUR “NON PHYSICAL” TIME IN
INCARCERATION SOMEWHERE OR IN AN
INSTITUTION. Perhaps that doesn’t matter to you but
it probably does matter to those with whom you associate.
The facts are that marijuana DOES BRING
DAMAGE to brain cells, just as does alcohol, and it
diminishes response time and deadens “pain” and
alters “attitude”. But, good or bad in perception, pot is
unlawful and therein lies the merit in NOT partaking or in
running the risk of being arrested. There are now devices,
by the way, that can analyze the ODOR of smoke and
identify the burning substance—after the fact. There are
also devices that SEE THROUGH WALLS and can
identify the personal patterns of any party present, so
identification is instant.
To those in Canada who find it necessary to pit me
against Spectrum and argue (debate) the merits of pot vs.
pans, know that I simply have no argument—do that
which you will but please honor me enough, if you claim
to be of the “land crew”, to do what you will on YOUR
TIME IN YOUR SPACE. I HAVE NO TIME NOR
SPACE LIMITATIONS, SO THESE ARE “YOUR”
DECISIONS AND CHOICES—NOT MINE.
I also suggest that it is not applicable to argue over
the papers in production. If the subscribers that
CONTACT lost are all those which Spectrum has—they
have not very many subscribers. At this point in
movement ahead, we are not making an effort to gather
subscribers and fully intend to USE the “missing”
subscribers as a loss directly due to Spectrum’s illegal use
of our products and proprietary property.
The same thing will happen with the “stuff” dumped
on the lot next to 21512 Adam Drive. There were
PERSONAL things of great importance to children and
parents involved, as to saved school projects, etc. Some
of the materials are about the only things left from Paul’s
very life—and other things were used against Ekkers in a
very silly manner—Ray. Check your handwriting
samples. You, who send things around, tell on yourselves.
All you have to do is compare that which is handwritten
in Spectrum in their Christmas greetings and that which is
on the envelopes sent anonymously from “the Watchers”
and accompanying the expected outlay of OLD papers to
somehow give shady information. You do not need a
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rocket scientist, for instance, to compare how a person
writes his “y’s” and “r’s” to identify involved parties and
at the least get the prospective “doers” into focus. This
is not PSYCHIC ability—THIS IS SIMPLE
DEDUCTION, DR. WATSON.
So, many of you seem to be waiting for Ekkers or
Hatonn to DO SOMETHING and even get quite disturbed
that it is taking a while to change things, get things (that
you want), etc. How long did you have to get the world
into the mess it’s in? How many pot-sticks have you used,
or glasses of wine, to change it into perfection and start it
healing? Oh??? Our people are doing what they can
within the limitations of MAN, and that is the way it IS.
We offer no more but welcome any help you can offer
US, and especially that which is shared to keep things that
might be remaining a bit secure. We must have
dependability and responsibility in the persons who are
accepting tasks, and if you agree to do something and do
not—then certainly we HAVE LEARNED, THE
HARDEST WAY POSSIBLE, to NOT depend on anyone
who will neither keep their word nor follow-through.
A property has been lost in the maze of confusion
because of that very THING on the part of several
involved people WITHOUT INFORMATION, and
because of the actions taken by some in hopes they would
NOT BE FOUND OUT. So be it, for the next thing that
comes is the continuation of cover-up and backbiting of
those not present to even defend selves.
Why don’t you want the truth out? You DO, if you
have nothing to hide.
But I remind everyone that if you are “just waiting” on us
to make your world perfect—we can’t do that under any
circumstances, so “waiting” is not always “being patient for
God’s perfection”. I am not going to judge those things; my
job as to emotional input is exactly that which I am doing—
offering “the way” and, as with any student, you may quit the
school, or quit the lessons or quit—period. To quit and run
is the choice most often made by anyone who disagrees with
the Teacher. So be it.
TRUTH REMAINS: YOU ARE IN AN ILLUSION
(A PLAY) OF YOUR OWN MAKING AND
NOTHING YOU CAN DO OR SAY WILL CHANGE
AN IOTA OF IT. YOU CAN CHANGE THE SCRIPT
FOR YOUR PERSONAL SELF BUT THE FACTS
REMAIN THAT YOU DO THE CHOOSING, THE
WRITING AND THE ACTING, AND YOU GET THE
CONSEQUENCES OF THOSE CHOICES—AND
“THAT” IS THE “REALITY” OF PHYSICAL
MANIFESTATION IN HUMAN PHYSICAL
EXPERIENCE. YOU WILL CREATE THAT WHICH
YOU DESIRE OR YOU WILL DESTROY THAT
WHICH IS—OR YOU WILL WASH IN THE WIND IN
SOMEONE ELSE’S PLAY, IN WHICH YOU
BECOME NOTHING BUT AN “EXTRA” IN
PARTICIPATION. IT IS ALL “OK”, DON’T YOU
KNOW? CHANGE WHAT YOU CAN AND THEN
“ACCEPT” THAT WHICH IS A PART OF SOMEONE
ELSE, OR EVEN SELF, BUT—IF YOU WANT
ACTION AND CHANGE IN A BETTER
DIRECTION—YOU MUST “CREATE” IT.
By the way, when you have the opinion that somehow
“you” could have done better or whatever—WHY
DIDN’T YOU, OR AREN’T YOU DOING “THE” JOB
UNDER REFERENCE? Opinion is wondrous, chelas,
and perspective and perception are ALL you have with
which to work—even WITH facts presented. If you are
not doing something, then picking at someone else who IS
DOING SOMETHING is hardly worthy of even your own
ego-massaging. I repeat: Couch quarterbacks are less
than a dime a dozen. And, please, realize: I write for the

President of the U.S., China, Russia, and YOU, every time
I offer a writing, so be a bit “giving” in your limitations
qualifying of our work.
God and Christ may well give information—they do
not do the writing—so every “source” is not the
“resource”. Jesus did not write one single word of
ANYTHING in the “Holy Book”. He may well have
given information and teachings—BUT MAN WROTE
WHATEVER HAS BEEN WRITTEN. Dharma is, as a
matter of fact, coming to realize that I CAN have input
into her computer apparatus and if I need to do so, I
simply delete that which is not exactly the way I wish to
express something. It is frustrating to all involved, but
when all these books are lined up together—they will not
have been tampered by US.
What Doris and E.J. write is THEIR PROPERTY
and opinion as to perceptions. I only ask for direct
presentation in full realization that much will be accepted
as an insult, or a blessing, to “some” human receiver of
the material.
I do not care WHO is considered the teacher giving
information to, let us say, Spectrum’s receivers. I can’t
imagine WHY they choose to remain anonymous—other
than they do NOT want their identifications known or
recognized. TRUTH is truth, no matter if Satan himself
offers it. The intent is to make YOU believe that it is I
doing the presenting. It matters naught at all to me, for if
you perceive a separation, you err. Truth is truth is truth,
and if there is wisdom offered, fine, use it. The facts are
that I would NOT “move” to cast out my own people nor
would I ever handle changes in such manners as presented
by those cultists. If they cannot tell the difference in a
Host, a space-form or an elder Cohan, and lump Space
Commanders with “Ray” Cohans, then they lack
responsibility enough to say so and use their identifications
ALL THE TIME. THAT is their prerogative and YOUR
choice, which has NOTHING WHATSOEVER TO DO
WITH ME.
WHAT ALL OF YOU SEEM TO SOMEHOW
MISS IN THIS GAME OF LIFE IS THAT YOU ARE
THE “PLAY OF GOD CREATOR”. YOU ARE THE
PROJECTION OF THE THOUGHTS OF GOD MADE
MANIFEST AND, THEREFORE, IF YOU DISAGREE
WITH GOD’S PLAN, SO BE IT—BUT GUESS
WHAT? IT WILL NOT CHANGE “HIS” PLAN AND
YOU ARE FULLY ALLOWED TO CHOOSE WHAT
YOU WILL WITH “YOURS”.
The facts of the matter are: You are never given a wish
without also being given the power to make it true. YOU
MAY HAVE TO WORK FOR IT, HOWEVER! EVERY
person and all the events of your life are there because you
have drawn them there. What you choose to do with them is
up to you. Therefore, we do not “ARGUE” about such as
“TRUTH”: THE TRUTH YOU SPEAK HAS NO PAST
AND NO FUTURE. IT SIMPLY “IS” AND THAT’S ALL
IT EVER NEEDS TO BE.
And what you choose of which to be aware is
important, certainly to you; however, realize that the mark
of your “ignorance” is the depth of your belief in injustice
and tragedy and that which you choose to change in those
things. WHAT THE CATERPILLAR CALLS THE END
OF THE WORLD, THE MASTER CALLS A
BUTTERFLY.
In accomplishing our work, BE IT KNOWN: WE
LIVE NEVER TO BE ASHAMED IF ANYTHING WE
DO OR SAY IS PUBLISHED AROUND THE
WORLD—WE HOPE IT IS.
So, you have a problem? Good! There is no such
thing as a problem without a gift FOR YOU in its hands.
You actually seek problems because you need the gifts
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they bring. And further, JUST to exist within a
problem—is NO SOLUTION, only a waste.
I would also point out something very important in
that the bond that links your TRUE FAMILY is NOT one
of blood, but of respect and joy in each OTHER’S life. It
is RARE, INDEED, that members of one family grow up
under the same roof, and THIS is why it is not necessary
to move into the same room or building to serve God.
GOD IS EVERYWHERE.
The last comment I have about the arguments or
“debates” as you choose as reference is this: Argue and
debate all you wish but remember something about
arguments—they CAN only be “opinions” so, in fact of
reality, you can argue for your limitations and, sure
enough, they are yours and you will see to it that you
never move outside them.
God gives you the tools with which to find truth in all
things, and you must gather in FACTS so that you have
data with which to make INNER conclusions; and always
remember that if you have no conscience, then KNOW
that you “once” did, so I do suggest you remember that
your conscience is the measure of the honesty of your own
selfishness. So, listen to it very, very carefully.
Now, I suggest that if you “argue” in behalf of what,
say, Mafu or Ramtha says—then for goodness' sakes, go
argue with them, for I have no time for such distractions;
and if you want to be PRODUCTIVE in a POSITIVE
WAY in this experience through “this play”, you are
wasting time arguing, for YOU are limited by time and
space, because when you came/went to planet Earth for
birthing in human format—you agreed to accept those
limitations; and we can call your experiences “field trip”
or “on-the-job training” or whatever you choose—to
prepare you for the ability to live in the Cosmic higher
reaches of expression. You are never faced with
“impossibilities” without “solutions” for a BETTER way.
You simply set challenges that you might realize TRUTH.
Therefore, if all you do is try to get back into another
dimension by altering the mind, you are keeping your
agreement to planet manifestation but you ARE giving
influence through our actions to those who observe. There
is no “death”—THERE IS ONLY “LIFE”. There are no
ENDINGS—ONLY BEGINNINGS. The REALITY lies
right there in plain view: You are a soul having a
physical human experience—not even planned is the
physical human having a soul experience—for you ARE
soul and that is the only REALITY actually existing in
your manifestation as human. Therefore, do NOT ask me
what is YOUR PURPOSE or if you are doing the “right
job or thing”. If you are doing “it”, it is by obvious
perception that which is somehow chosen to be “right for
you”. You KNOW what is right and wrong within
Creator’s spectrum and that which is, surely, a law of the
land. If you break the law of “either”, go for it, but face
up to the fact of consequences of EITHER. Life is very
“simple” in concept but I don’t believe anyone promised
you “easy”? However, if you finally realize the facts of
creation, you will realize that you HAVE IT ALL
AVAILABLE IN THE NOW AND IN YOUR VERY
CONSCIOUSNESS—IF YOU BUT LOOK AND USE IT.
I would remind you parents, though, that if you allow
or example the breaking of laws to your children, you
might wish to consider that very carefully for, indeed, they
are not given wisdom to perhaps realize the consequences
of breaking those laws and, therefore, YOU are
responsible for setting those examples and they will
BLAME you for the indiscretions. That, too, is simply the
way of the human being—to cast off responsibility onto
another. The child will first say: “Mom did it...” or “Dad
said...” and on and on, right to the judge in the court,
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when he/she must face the consequence of breaking the
law—“right” or “wrong”.
And yes, you Canadian friends, I DO love you as
much as I love my California friends or I wouldn’t take
the time for these interruptions in “living”. However, I do
not love you MORE and “equal”, as “fairness” is not in
point—JUSTICE is in point.
I do not love LESS, the friends in Africa—but my
current JOB is in Asia TODAY, THIS MOMENT, AS
“HATONN”, in connection with MY LITERAL “JOB”.
We need backup and no it may not seem “equal”, but it
is the way it IS, and this is the way we CAN function and,
therefore, it is the way we DO function. Don’t confuse
GOD CREATOR with my individual responsibilities to
some “mission”. I AM NOT YOUR REALITY OR
YOUR CONSCIENCE! WE MAY WELL BE ALL
“OF” ONE SOUL—GOD, BUT WE ARE
EXPERIENCING AS INDIVIDUALS WHEN PLACED
INTO A PHYSICAL SETTING. WE WILL ALL BE
ONE SOUL, FOR THERE IS “ONLY ONE”, BUT WE,
BY GOLLY-GEE-WHIZ, HAVE TO DO OUR OWN
CONSCIOUS RESPONSIBILITY.
It is with great love that I offer these forums for
consideration and conversations, for how else can we
integrate our efforts into a unified direction flow? I do not
say you MUST do something or other, but I do accept my
responsibility to YOU and to all and each OTHER by
stating facts and truth as it IS. You can lie, cheat and
murder if that be your choice BUT YOU WILL NOT DO
SO WITH MY SANCTION OR CONDONEMENT.
You can puff pot till your head swims in a sea of
apparent cosmic brilliance—but you have only created a
show for self’s enjoyment of the moment—and built in no
more reality than you experience in any other state of
mind. So doing or not doing is your choice—no debate.
What you may do within my jurisdiction is, however,
MINE TO CHOOSE. And when you toss off something
from “Ramtha” at me, what means that to me? If what he
says pertains to ME or MY JOB AT HAND, then
something is grossly incorrect in perception, for we as
“higher” charges KNOW BETTER THAN TO DO
SUCH A THING. And, yes, we DO communicate, so I
would never presume, even in my Commander role, to butt
into his business. The basic realization of truth in concept
of LIFE is beyond these individual “jobs” within our
working “plays”. Therefore, be careful in what you
accept, for we do not play games with you of the
magnitude of your soul manipulation.
I remind, say, Al, of the fact that it was that particular
“brother” who asked me to have interchange with him
because Al had ceased to hear him and Al was heading for
disaster at the hands of “a receiver”. I did that and look,
today: Al considers that I am somehow false and dark and
my people have become dark and cast off—because HE
CHOOSES THAT ACCEPTANCE. Who do you believe,
really, has changed? I have gone nowhere, I teach exactly
the same thing as always from the beginning of “time”
itself and my scribe has not changed—so, whose
perceptions have changed? Do you NOT SEE that this is
YOUR CHOICE? We make no comment on that RIGHT
but we do control, hopefully, the influence of those choices
on our own positive position. If, let us example, you don’t
like the house we are building—go build another house for
yourself—but you HAVE NO RIGHT TO TAKE OURS!
So be it, and I might suggest that it is worthwhile to at the
least consider these things, lest you move further and
MISclaim that we have somehow deluded you.
Thank you and good afternoon,
Hatonn
dharma
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How Do You Show
Your Love For God?
1/20/00—#1
HOW DO YOU SHOW LOVE FOR GOD?
Hatonn—Just please KNOW that all the mouthings
and speeches you can conjure do not prove anything,
most especially your true love for GOD. I do NOT
here refer to “worship”, for God asks NOT for
“worship”. God expects RESPECT, REVERENCE
AND RIGHT ACTIONS, THOUGHTS AND DEEDS.
When you RESPECT THE LEAST OF GOD’S
CREATIONS, YOU ARE SHOWING RESPECT
FOR GOD.
Old John expressed it well: “This is love for God
to obey His commands. And His commands are not
burdensome.” I would take it further: IF YOU LIVE
WITHIN THE LIE, IT IS FAR MORE
BURDENSOME TO MAINTAIN THE ILLUSION.
Why? Because the LIE never ACTUALLY becomes
the TRUTH and, therefore, it becomes a major burden
to keep the LIE, for TRUTH WILL CONTINUALLY
POP FORTH AT THE MOST EMBARRASSING
MOMENTS.
So, you might ask in regard to higher realization of
and in Truth, “What is beyond the Light at the end of
the so-called ‘tunnel’?” TRUTH. Expression of that
which is TRUTH and Reality are that which you enter
“beyond” the Light of God Source (or whatever you
call that ultimate ONE). Further, the JOURNEY to
and within the LIGHT to which you refer is the
determining adventure beyond that REALITY.
I remind you of these things—of which we have
already written endless, it seems, documents on the
topic(s)—which now come again to the surface of your
entropy piles of expressions and experiences. The
“time” in sequence has arrived where you who wish to
graduate or move on in better harmony and balance, in
truth and understanding, must have realization.
“Things” impact your physical presentation—but reality
is of MIND and KNOWING. Further, you can “guide”
another but you cannot make his journey FOR him.
I would also remind all of you in dedicated service
to God and/or to Mankind and who have passed this
way (in the realms of reality): You are surely different
in perception, perspective and actual presentation than
your less-traveled brothers. Once having experienced
the death into life, you are NEVER again the “same”,
for you are FOREVER impacted by the experience.
There is no “death” after “death”. There is only a
BEGINNING of that which is a different expression;
for those who have the realization of dwelling within the
universal REALITY, even briefly in your moment of
realization, will have a higher level of “knowing” which
is usually strong enough for realization, which disallows
living in the realm of the illusion as in the ignorance of
the “before”. And no, this does NOT offer that
somehow a trip to the “nother-world”, good or bad in
perception, gives you somehow the RIGHT or the
KNOWLEDGE to censor or edit GOD’s projections,

for the facts are that in the physical arena you are
human—and if not, then you would have gone ON.
And, furthermore, if you have something written by a
receiver directly, you can edit the spelling—but if you
edit as in clarifying or restructuring meaning—YOU
ARE FULL OF EGOTISTICAL SELFACCOMMODATION. If your “speaker” source can’t
express sufficiently to get a point across to a scribe,
then all alterations of information given—when
rewritten, explained, clarified and defined according to
another “editor”—cease to have full meaning because
MAN has once again TAMPERED with the intent of
the Source. And no, I do not make exceptions for those
who presume themselves to somehow have gained
privilege among the councils of universal interchange.
If you are “human”, you are NOT etheric. This simply
IS THE WAY IT IS!
Do you seek wisdom from the higher Teachers, or
do you seek the opinions and perception of somebody
who assumes upon self the ability to out-think the
Masters of the School of LIFE? It is up to you, but
you will find self stumbling around in the LIE as surely
as you accept that condition of limitation upon self.
MIND is etheric but the one thing most quickly learned
by MIND in that etheric status is NOT TO SET
HUMAN SELF UP AS GURU OR IN FULL
KNOWLEDGE OF UNIVERSAL EXISTENCE. A
trip to fairyland does not a fairy make of you. If you
CLAIM OTHERWISE, you are, again, simply filled
with the LIE of your human self-importance; as in the
term “self-importance”, you have the full revelation of
the secret mystery—“self” “importance”, which means
“important to self”. Your opinions may well be truth—
but they will not be ALL TRUTH to anyone ELSE.
You can “believe” all you wish but the fact remains
that your BELIEFS CAN BE ERRONEOUS IN
CONCEPT.
“WE WOULD RATHER YOU SPEAK
OF FUNDS AND THINGS.”
What good will be accomplished if you have
“gained the world” and sold your soul? You CANNOT
change things for a “better way” if you know not the
better way. You must come to KNOW SELF before
you have the right to direct another.
Here, again, I have to ask YOU: “What would you
do if you had unlimited funds?” Oh, you already have
unlimitation but you keep wanting someone ELSE to
provide the physical “stuff” unto you—DON’T YOU?
That is a big order for the ones upon whom you dump
that pressure for presentation. Ah, but when you share
the energy in the KNOWING it will be available, you
have grown in stature and true knowledge. If you are
to use the abundance, then you must help create that
portion of your own choosing and use. And always
know, dear ones, that there are “enemies” “out there”
making every effort possible to stop you from
success—to cover their own wrong assumptions, lies
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and failures. Simply put in example: ATON may
well NOT need your help in bringing non-limitation
to physical presentation—BUT EKKERS DO!
THEREFORE, ALSO KNOW THAT ENERGY IS
THAT WHICH TRAVELS TO THE CORNERS OF
UNIVERSAL EXPRESSION, SO WHEN YOU
SEND POSITIVE ENERGY TO ACCOMPLISH A
“CREATION”,
YOU
ARE
IN
FULL
PARTICIPATION.
You are each linked to the other in full
attachment, so if you don’t like your cell-mate or
shackle-mate, then you had best come to negotiation
of the things which interfere with fulfillment. If you
are shackled to one who lives within the lie and
utilizes evil, while you are in KNOWING and utilize
only goodness, you are going to break your arm or
leg which is shackled (really, the soul) to the other.
Goodness will overcome evil but to maintain the
“good”, you must also realize that within goodness is
NOT FORCE. Therefore, in realization, since God of
Goodness WINS, the forces of evil will be overcome.
When the balance comes again, the masses will
follow the BETTER WAY simply because it is the
RIGHT way and provides (presents) the betterment of
species and habitat.

get a medical checkup in November (last). The
spouting is flung back that “See, XXXX was NOT
pregnant.” Who said anything about “pregnancy”? I
was speaking of incubation time allowed for showing
of internal blood changes of microbial, parasitic
viruses—NOT GESTATION time allowances. When
you place words in my expressions to suit your own
careless recognition, you will often find this very silly
outcome. In this instance, we would only concern
over microbes—wouldn’t we? This being that the
male in point had for years been purposely (himself)
“fixed” to disallow fertility. You know, “Do what
feels good without the responsibility of ‘accidents’.”
That in itself, however, was extremely
RESPONSIBLE action—but sterility does not prevent
dis-ease. Sometimes that procedure doesn’t always
prevent pregnancy, either. Your play-games are not
my business unless and except when they project onto
others who misperceive and who are actually in
serious personal danger in the unknowing of what is.
Do you ask ME to keep your secrets while hurting
others asking me to offer TRUTH? In a war, on
whose SIDE is GOD? You see, war and disease are
NOT OF GOD. These are Man’s conjurings and
Man will have to give way to RIGHT, if balance and
harmony are to prevail.
If, for instance, a man is living off the fruit or the
nuts of a given tree and depends on that tree for
survival, shelter and security and someone comes
along and cuts down the tree and takes it away—is
that right or wrong, in actuality? So much depends
on the FACTS in play, for perhaps the tree did not
actually BELONG to the man utilizing the fruits—
BUT A CREATION OF GOD DOES NOT
BELONG TO ANOTHER SIMPLY BECAUSE
THE “OTHER” CLAIMS THE LAND UPON
WHICH IT GROWS. Touchy? No, because there is
a “righteous” point in this parable—WHICH IS
“RIGHT” AND WHICH IS “WRONG” AND
WHICH OUTWEIGHS THE OTHER IN
POSSIBILITIES? If the two people involved are
alone together on a desert island and that was the
source of food and shelter—and the other destroys the
tree of life—who errs? Perhaps it doesn’t matter, for
BOTH will suffer and perish in the human form. Is
THAT good or bad—and for whom (which soul)?
Do you see that narrow thinking and confused
perceptions leave you dangling on ENDLESS
avenues of argument and debate? If you work within
the laws of GOD and those of Man, there is going to
be a pretty good expectation of outcome, and that will
usually be far superior in reception or consequences
than breaking all those nice commandments and
edicts.

PLACEMENT AFTER THE FACT
OR ILLUSION
The major question in a debate of a topic this
simple and yet so elusive is NOT “death” of the soul
or “end of life”, it is, “Where do you go from here?”
If your very existence is expressed through those
things of physical environment, negative energies or
outright evil (as simply put, within the LIE)—you
have a great way to go toward finding KNOWING
OF THAT WHICH IS. You are continuing in the
illusion and perpetuating that perception to all around
you—NO MATTER WHAT YOUR MOUTH
SPEWS.
Those who REALLY wish to find solutions and
come into balance will automatically seek and find
ways to sharpen understanding within reality. One
must always seek to maintain self in REALITY, for
that is both sane and intelligent. There is a joke that
goes something like: “Well, I guess all my friends
will be in hell, so that’s where I want to go...”. NO,
good friends, THAT is where you ARE. You are
experiencing in whatever illusion you have chosen or
accepted. You will do as your individual soul
expresses—but those with higher intent will move on
without you as soon as they can scrape you—the
parasite feeding off their creations—off themselves.
Parasites will, when deprived of healthy hosts, feed
off themselves and one another. But if you have no
resource beyond the lie, you will finally perish for
need of living organisms upon which to feed, or you
will accept responsibility for self and change. Most
parasites will simply “die” with the host they kill but,
if possible, will attach to another host. The interesting
thing about “hosts” and “parasites” is that there can
be mutually beneficial service between these entities
if both are “feeding” off the UNLIMITED resources
of GOD CREATOR, for you are NOT then feeding
off limitation but feasting off infinite reality of supply.
I am quite amused when my words are perceived
in some manner to suit the receivers of the written
material. I, for instance, urged one to make sure to

A SEASON FOR ALL THINGS
I choose to use this little “heading” here, for I ask
that you consider carefully the Truth in the realization
that there are not just Seasons in Nature but also in
human affairs, and if you fail to recognize the
“season”, you will be blind to the clues of the
moment in the mysterious unfolding of REALITY.
“There are seasons, in human affairs, when new
depths seem to be broken up in the soul, when new
wants are unfolded in multitudes, and a new and
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undefined good is thirsted for. There are periods
when to dare, is the highest wisdom.”—William
Ellery Channing
If spring is near in a climate of four distinct
weather seasons, you recognize the quickening of life
expectation. The bulbs begin to grow, the trees
began to circulate sap and then bud and leaf, while
the Earth rotates in such a way as to cause it to
appear that even the Sun has fallen into a new
pattern. These are “clues”, chelas. Even in the lands
of constant cold or heat, there are clues. Life
quickens or slows and it is an inner recognition—even
to the newly experiencing—that “something” is
“different” in the ongoing cycle of recognition. In the
tropics it can be flowering plants or nesting birds, etc.
In the winter zones it will be the hibernation of life as
it slows for the cold months expected.
Now that you experience the clues of a world in
confusion and chaos, you must come to realize, as
well, that there must be changes taking place—good
or bad in perception. If you cut down the whole of
a rainforest, for instance, you will destroy the very
rainfall potential—it is simply the way it is. Further,
it is being done by human so rapidly that there is not
time for regeneration, even if there is concerted effort
at replanting. If, for instance, the cutting has caused
drought, there will be no rainfall to water the planted
seedlings and on and on the connections go. Man
does not seem to ever “act” in righteousness until it
is all but too late for salvation of that which has
evolved. And when you have polluted your
environment to the point that life-forms cannot exist—
you as humans will be among the first to GO,
because there are always microbes, etc. that can
endure beyond the harsh limitations of the human lifeform. As life then evolves in an effort to adjust to
environment changes, you will be breeding a weaker
and weaker strain of “man”. If the change is too
abrupt, you will have the demise of the species, for
there will not be “time” for evolvement of “natural
selection” to environmental conditions. When you
have destroyed your habitat, you have DESTROYED
YOUR OWN SELVES. Ignorance of this “law” is
not acceptable as an excuse, for it is YOU who allow
those “others” to destroy and you will usually end up
in the moment calling it “just good business”. Is it?
For whom?
I can use an example: In Metro Manila,
Philippines on NEW YEAR’S DAY morning, there
was such a lack of oxygen in the air as to prevent
people from more than partial physical function.
Worse came the aftermath of that damage in the
lungs, where compromise set the stage for a fullblown epidemic of “flu-like” virus invasion to the
extent that some 60% of the city population
developed upper-respiratory infections. Oh, surely, it
is a fact that the original “alien virus strain” was
imported by air travelers, but it doesn’t matter “how”
or “who” brought it—it spread in the immunecompromised humans like a wildfire in the outback.
But the masses have no concept of meaning of this
state of affairs, for they are ignorant and are KEPT
IGNORANT by intent. IF YOU DON’T CHANGE,
CHELAS, YOU ARE DOOMED, FOR WHEN
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YOUR ENVIRONMENT CANNOT SUSTAIN
LIFE—YOU ARE DESTINED TO BE AMONG
THE “DEAD” BODIES. IF YOU ARE SOULWISE
IGNORANT,
YOU
HAVE
NO
PLACEMENT TO EXPECT OR MOVE TOWARD.
NO, SOUL DESTINY IS NOT A PRE-ORDAINED
THING—REMEMBER, YOU HAVE A CHOICE.
GOD WILL ALLOW THAT CHOICE. And,
furthermore, GOD WILL LOVE YOU
“ABSOLUTELY” ALL THE WHILE. HE does,
however, give you guidelines (CONDITIONS) for
your growth and achievement and will accept your
lack of choices as to following same. Therefore, you
may experience absolute LOVE but you will also
come to recognize consequences of breaking those
“conditions”. This means you should be most careful
of use and recognition of the terms absolute and
unconditional—THEY ARE NOT THE SAME.

I am also always quite amused at to whom you
“just doing good business” people actually listen and
whom you choose for your guidance. Most of the
time you choose the “losers” or considered
“misfits” in the social or business arena. And
NO, “educational” degrees MEAN NOTHING.
Some of you are good business people and when you
allow yourselves to be persuaded to do foolish things
by those with nothing to lose BUT THAT WHICH IS
YOURS, you will find the lesson very expensive!
The instigators and “pushers” in these “getcha” and
“get’em” games are usually the ones who have not
produced much of anything positive and are actually
the parasites of any considered group or gathering—
just waiting for your production to fulfill their intents
and wishes, no matter how destructive. YOU in this
category will end up supporting the program they
orchestrate and when confronted with their ignorance
or intended foolishness, they will simply look pathetic
and say something like: “Oh well, I thought...!” Oh
yes, indeed, the EARLY clues were present but YOU
chose to not attend them until you TOOK the foolish
advice and acted on it in ignorance of truth or fact.
These are the things of experience and perception.
Once choices are made and actions taken, it is then
too late to rewrite the play—but you can rewrite that
which moves from the moment of discovery of error
onward. You certainly are not using good judgment
or intelligence to continue to compound the errors
perpetrated. You take what IS and you start
rectifying the errors, not exponentially compounding
them. YOU CHOSE TO BE IN WHATEVER
CIRCUMSTANCES YOU FIND SELF, AND
BLAME WILL NOT DO A WHIT TO CHANGE
THE FACTS OR THE OUTCOME WHEN THE
“OTHER” DEFENDS SELF AND POSITION, AS
WELL AS PROPERTY.
As the sequence of events draws my team ever
closer to successful opening of capabilities of
projection of positive events, we turn less and less
into the distractions, for it is realized that with
“success” of goal attainment, the rest will take proper
position in priority of position and a recognition will
flow according to the events presented—and not the
way it would be wished in order to escape the
discomfort of the moment or the embarrassment of
the circumstances. At any MOMENT of existence
there are CHOICES TO BE MADE. Even the
absence of choosing—IS A CHOICE—and will
usually bring forth negative impacting results. And
be prepared: When you have liars giving you
information—it will be tainted misinformation or
actual intended DISinformation. I would also add
that would-be lawyers in half-assed levels of nonlegal projection and/or physicians who are not—are
very, very dangerous people to follow blindly. Even
shyster lawyers are trained to recognize the legal
ramifications and know that they will have to prove
things and not just hope the information is not a lie.
Perhaps these lessons are good for everyone involved.
It is a WISE person who considers “consequences”
and takes care to evaluate the outcome, rather than
plunge into something because somebody else
speculates that it is so. When you are sitting in prison

WHAT IS LIFE ABOUT IN THE PHYSICAL?
Life in the physical is an EXPERIENCE for
expression of soul in manifest housing. Every
experiencing manifestation has a purpose, which is
sometimes difficult for the experiencing entity to
“find” until he focuses his intent into that purpose.
Otherwise, good friends, you will note that mankind
has a most remarkable tendency to make “gods” of
those who seem to know their direction and purpose.
You know: just follow and trail along, even if the
leader is a total liar and fraud.
No one EVER suggested you, or anyone, come
along and “follow” Ekkers (dharma). We have, in
fact, repeatedly told you NOT TO DO THAT, NOT
TO RELOCATE, NOT TO THINK OF
COMMUNAL ANYTHING OR GROUP
ENTANGLEMENTS. FOLLOW THE TRUTH AS
GIVEN BY GOD—IS THE ONLY CONCLUSION
OFFERED BY ANY OF US. Ekkers certainly do
NOT want the responsibility of your money or your
SOUL. It is wondrous if you share in the work of
“getting there”, in the recognition of projects and
change, but you never were asked to support
“Ekkers” but rather, if you wished, to share in this
wondrous mission. YOU made the choices you
made, whatever they were and are. You decided
whether or not you wished to participate and you
were not lied to by Ekkers as to intent or journey. If
you “loaned” funds for the project in point, it was for
that project that those resources were used, and the
FACTS ARE: Repayment of the loans is not yet
timely because of lack of maturity according to the
original agreements. How you can come forth and
condemn people for doing their job EXACTLY as
presented and have a war against them to ensure
failure of the project itself is somewhat intentionally
self-damaging—it would appear to any objective
viewer. When you further base your actions of such
damaging portent on those with “nothing but YOUR
funds” to lose, you are seemingly quite ignorant in
your approach, because you will very well claim “just
good business” when, in fact, YOU are the unlawful
parties involved. That, too, is YOUR choice but it
seems quite self-destructive in an observation.
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because you “thought... ”, it makes the stay no more
comforting and puts you at great disadvantage as to
control of events OR YOURSELF. By and large, in
each event of confrontation at high levels of
interchange—the one with power (force) will prevail,
at least in the short run, and it WILL BE VERY
EXPENSIVE.
Always KNOW about that which you take a
stand “for” or “against”. Even if constitutionally
unlawful as presented by the force-holders, they will
make their actions “legal”, so you must consider
carefully what you do and WHY YOU DO IT for,
yes, it does matter to us who come along in proper
sequence to help. If you are clean and clear, then the
problem can be solved with proper legal counsel and
adequate funding applied to the confrontation.
However, if actual laws HAVE BEEN BROKEN, it
becomes more difficult, for if a law is broken—THE
LAW MUST BE CHANGED AND NOT JUST
IGNORED IF WRONG, IN FACT.
This is a topic which needs more input but we are
long into this writing for this morning. We have a lot
of friends who are basically RIGHT but are in prison
or litigation, persecution or are actually being
murdered. However, to run amok in the interim
while calling it “assistance” is, indeed, foolish—for
we help neither the hurting party nor selves. If
LAWS were broken, even through “good intentions”,
it becomes relatively more difficult to resolve the
matters in point. However, yes, we will give
assistance where we can do so and when we can do
so but do not simply “wait”, for it is through human
persistence that we attain our success and our team
is as weary of the grinding assaults as any other
experiencing entity. I find it most interesting to note
the ones most irritated at our “slow” successful
conclusions have done very, very little to assist us
through our own incredible confrontations and
problems. You must KNOW that your demands are
not our commands, for suppose at this moment we
“just quit because...”. What are your alternatives?
No, think carefully how you answer this question, lest
you be dumping on another your responsibility for
self.
These are those things which bring balance to
each so that greater balance can be achieved. We
work with what IS, hopefully in full wisdom of
actions, and through the “waiting” and “longing”
share the burden of CREATING the solution desired
without reference to SELF, and then you will find
those who CAN function in a given arena able to do
so with great and rapid strides. THIS team is not
going to turn away or run away when success is
achieved. We will, in every way, keep all
commitments and contracts with all or any WHO
HAVE NOT BROKEN ALREADY THEIR
CONTRACT, AGREEMENT OR COMMITMENTS
TO US. If you cannot accept this, then you have no
call on us at any cause.
Give thanks to God, for His love endures forever
and so shall it be your own wondrously secure
KNOWING.
Salu and good morning, Hatonn
dharma
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Evolution Is NOT
A Linear Progression
1/21/00—#2
IT’S TIME FOR A BIT ON “GOD”
Hatonn—“God” is a term, a name, a recognition, an
identification, an energy, and there are as many terms for
“God” as there are different races, creeds, colors and
people.
We need, however, to use A TERM which, when
WE USE IT, has specific and EXPLICIT “reference as
to meaning”. In this we have to establish a “concept”
that we might well call the “REALNESS” of God.
To accomplish this, I can pull from the many things
written and hopefully choose something that needs no
debate or argument but expresses OUR MEANING
WHEN WE USE THE TERM, and then others reading
our material can adjust their perceptions and concepts to
what we express, as to focus on “their similarity of
meaning and reference”.
PERCEPTION (AND REALNESS) OF GOD
GOD IS!
God is the Presence, the One Power, the One Force
and Source of all. There are no competitors to God, no
reality existent outside of God. God is omnipotent (allpowerful), omniscient (all knowing) and omnipresent
(present everywhere). There is no place where God is
not, simply because nothing exists without God.
God is neither a man nor a woman nor a thing.
God is no one’s father or mother or benefactor.
These terms are used only to help us understand
relationships—ours to God—not to establish a more
human type of parentage. We use such terms as a matter
of convenience or because it is comforting to do so. We
call ourselves Children of God because we do not know
what else to call ourselves and it seems as good a term
as any to use. We are made in the image of God, not in
the sense of physical appearance but with respect to the
power of our souls and the potential of our minds. God
is CREATOR; we are CO-CREATORS. It would be
more appropriate, and more in line with Truth, if we
called ourselves Extensions of God or, perhaps,
Thoughts in The Mind of God. It would even be
appropriate to use another name for God, like The Force,
The One, The All, The Isness, The One Mind, The
Source—or WHATEVER conveys that sense of deity
that is without limitation or boundary, beyond what can
be comprehended.
While God is more than any name, protocol,
hierarchy, concept or grandiosity could describe or
define, God truly is as near as our next breath—as close
as our next thought. In this perception you CANNOT
separate dimensional energy forms from whatever
experiencing soul might perceive. We are each and all
a part of God and existent WITHIN God. A belief in
separation—that we could possibly exist and have our
being apart from God—IS THE ONLY REAL SIN
(error). THIS BELIEF IS OF OUR OWN MAKING.

GOD HAS NOT DECREED SEPARATION; THIS WE
DID OURSELVES BY OUR OWN PERCEPTION
THAT SOMEHOW, SOME WAY, WE COULD
TRANSCEND THAT WHICH CANNOT BE
TRANSCENDED.
God is not a member of ANY CHURCH OR
RELIGION. It is the churches and the religions that are
members within the vastness and the glory that is God.
There is no ONE religion, just as there is no “chosen”
people or person, nor any single way of regarding what
cannot be fully comprehended. We are all “Sons” of
God in the sense that we are all souls of God’s creation,
without gender, without form, without nationality,
complete and whole and perfect as we explore the neverendingness of God’s wonderment. A spark from the
essence of connection, that thread or cord that ensures we
remain a part of that which we could NEVER leave.
The wondrous splendor and joy of recognizing and
acknowledging our specialness, uniqueness and
greatness—as creations of God and as co-creators WITH
God—is akin to being engulfed by overwhelming
floodtides of God’s GLORIOUS LOVE.
A BIGGER PICTURE
There is no sense of “crime and punishment” in
God’s LIGHT, only the clear, complete and total
KNOWING that you are loved absolutely, fully and
without measuring up to “conditions”. This is TRUE in
the NOW and FOREVER.
In and within this REALIZATION you can KNOW
that there is no wisdom, no insight, no plan that can
succeed AGAINST GOD, even if there appears to be.
Truth in this Light, God’s Light, is so powerful and
so piercing that there is no way you could lie,
exaggerate, avoid or deny what you have done with
God’s gift to you, the gift of an embodied life in the
earthplane replete with abundant opportunities to learn,
develop and grow—to be the best that you can be. This
gift, the earthlife God gives, comes with a catch (a
“condition”): We are to give the gift BACK unto God.
We cannot keep the life we have on the earthplane,
not our possessions or attachments or relationships.
What we CAN keep are our memories and our feelings
of what we have integrated into our heart of hearts from
the experience of being here, plus the love we shared
with others. This that we can keep enriches God’s
experience of us as well as enriching our experience of
ourselves and one another. How joyful this is depends
on what we did about WHO WE ARE.
Each gain or loss anyone makes affects everyone
else to some degree. That’s because we are connected,
somehow, as sparks from THE MIND OF GOD.
Everything created either has a soul (independent power
mass) or is capable of being ensouled (from out of the
group power mass). Because human forms contain
larger portions of soul mass than many other types of
forms, they represent opportunities of greater diversity,
challenge and involvement. Yet, even animals, minerals,
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plants and planets enfold degrees of ensoulment replete
with intelligence, feeling and volition. Density of
structure or shape may seem to deny this, but the creative
fire is ever-present, nonetheless.
ALL souls are holy in God’s Light, and ALL souls
are loved.
And ALL SOULS HAVE A PURPOSE FOR
THEIR INDIVIDUAL EXISTENCE AND A REASON
FOR BEING WHO OR WHAT THEY ARE. Whatever
form a soul empowers “fits” in Creation’s story, for each
soul has a job to do, a position to fill in the greater
scheme of things.
All souls evolve. Nothing stays as it is because
nothing is static, regardless of how “otherwise”
conditions may appear to be.
EVOLUTION IS NOT RESTRICTED TO LINEAR
PROGRESSION. It only seems so. In FACT, it cannot,
in REALITY, be in linear progression.
Thus, the drama of Creation’s story is unbounded—
neither limited by your perception of it, nor by your
ability or lack of ability to comprehend it. This drama
is as stupendous as it is terrifying to some who come
into realization of this truth, as awesome as it is
wonderful, as miraculous as it is mysterious and as
beautiful as it is the ultimate act of all-consuming love.
To witness even a glimpse of such glory, to know THE
REAL TRUTH of it, leaves a mark so deep and so
profound that you are forever uplifted and
TRANSFORMED. Moreover, once experienced in this
“knowing”, you CAN’T ever again “be without knowing”.
You return from this realization experience
KNOWING that you affect every other being because
you can then understand that you are ALL part of one
another, and you affect ALL parts of Creation because
all parts of Creation interweave and interrelate with all
other parts. Any sense of aloneness or separation
dissolves in THE LIGHT OF SUCH KNOWING. If
someone on a human level of limited perception
demands of the insighted experiencer a backtracking
or movement back into the limitation, even in
attachments, it simply can’t work out—for once in
KNOWING and “IN PURPOSE”, there is no ability
to move backward. And no, mixed relationships (in
that one spouse, etc., is within the realization and one
is still demanding ego-gratification in the “human”
expression) cannot continue in the limitation or
demand, and will, understandably, cease to be. In
this circumstance, there must be a “release”, so that
expression can grow or remain limited as demanded by
the individual soul in progression. A person, for
instance, who insists that a spouse go “honky tonkin’” or
revert to a need of loud noise with programming beats
built into the very racket itself, or demand human
interchange for the physical expression of it, will surely
lose the battle—for flesh is “ego” and recognition of
spiritual soul being is quite another thing. In the
growing process you CAN have exceptionally close and
productive relationships, but the unique soul will always
CHOOSE the higher position of realization. A physical
encounter no longer has the ego-necessity of accepted
“norms” in the societal structure of gender, culture or
“simply acting out” in a physical demand. In the
realization of REALITY, it is early on noted that the
physical “promises” of those things of total physical
sensing are but detriments to soul growth, for they are
PART AND PARCEL OF THE CONTROLLING LIES.
Each individual MATTERS. You are each
challenged to “wake up” and realize that you matter and
to simply “give in” to the demands of “another”—no
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matter what position is imposed—is not acceptable in the
long run and usually will simply breed contempt in the
short run. Right here is where the separation in LOVE
and LUST is best defined. Ah, but you would rather not
have it that way? Well, that is the way it IS. And NO,
it is NOT enough to simply KNOW. You must
EXPRESS THAT KNOWING but how each does that is
up to the individual.
Although you are each connected to the other and to
all others, you are individual in your choices, in the
power of your will and in the product or result or
consequence of your ever having breathed a breath in the
earthplane. The responsibility you have for this totality
of your beingness is as freeing and exciting as it is
humbling. It represents high adventure rather than a
dalliance in ego-structured sensing expressions, which
are “here now and gone in a minute”.
My suggestion is always to partners or socially
connected parties to watch what causes you to revert to
basic human physical desires and lusts and avoid those
things like the plague in pandemic form. This is why
drugs of mind-altering substances, including alcohol, are
so detrimental to relationships—for these are
DEPRESSANTS to the nervous system and are blocks
to intelligent actions and good discipline. The next is the
constant demand of “Well, you owe me...” or “Well, if
you loved me you would...”. The demands are from
immature egos seeking to use SOUL for its own
purposes of sensual expression. Any “excuse” is simply
a copout for continuing such demands and THAT is
what usually happens with GURUS and POWERFUL
CULT LEADERS.
There is no “argument” due or expected in this
discussion, for I am telling you WHAT IS and you can
do with it exactly what you choose. Agree or disagree,
this IS and when you are talking about evolving into
higher beings, you have to be prepared to change
your attitudes about a lot of physical THINGS or
remain mired in the bog of what is—that, by the
way, is NOT WORKING.

SCRIBE I MIGHT CHOOSE. “THAT” IS EXACTLY
WHY ANYONE WHO WOULD “EDIT” CONTENT
OF MY PRESENTATION IS OFF MY LIST AS A
USEFUL PRESENTER OF MY INFORMATION—I
DO NOT WANT EDITORS OR INTERPRETORS—
“JUST THE FACTS, MA’AM”! PEOPLE MUST
HAVE ABILITY TO PERCEIVE WHAT THEY
WILL—AND NOT A SCRIBE’S OR EDITOR’S
OPINION OR PERCEPTION OF “WHAT I MIGHT
HAVE MEANT”. If you want your opinion published—
do so, but do not call it mine!

FEAR, FEAR AND MORE FEAR
The greatest FEAR you have in living out your
Earth life is not what might happen to you—but
what might BE EXPECTED FROM YOU if you
recognize who you are.
And yes, indeed, THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT YOU
CONTINUALLY ASK FOR IN OUR REVELATIONS
AND WRITINGS but, by golly, you just can’t fully
participate, for it means you might have to “give up”
something on which you are “hooked”. That is YOUR
problem, for to soothe your perceptions is NOT MY
MISSION. TRUTH OF HOW IT IS IS MY MISSION,
AND WHEN ASKED—I WILL GIVE YOU TRUTH
AND NOT A LULLABY TO PUT YOU BACK TO
SLEEP. And when you ask for music I will not only
give you a wondrous lullaby at times but it SHALL BE
MUSIC, not noise that programs the baser habits and
addictions of human in its lowest frequency range.
YOUR DISCIPLINE OF SELF IS MORE TELLING
ABOUT YOU THAN ALL THE BOOKS YOU
MIGHT EVER WRITE.
THIS IS WHY
“FAMILIARITY” BREEDS SUCH CONTEMPT, FOR
WHEN YOU BECOME FAMILIAR WITH
ANOTHER, YOU COME TO SEE THE FLAWS AND
THEREFROM MAKE JUDGMENTS. I, FOR
EXAMPLE, WANT NO ONE TO JUDGE MY
OUTPUT OR INFORMATION BY THAT OF ANY

THE ALIEN EXPRESSION
Never mind the focus on aliens—foreigners or
citizens. People, IF you are living in an “illusion” (and
you are), your illusion includes all things in your
consciousness. Again, there is no argument or debate
regarding the matter, but I will remind you that in
consciousness these things and signs have been present
always and, remarkably, some things have endured as
presented, e.g.: “By day the LORD went ahead of them
in a pillar of cloud to guide them on their way and by
night in a pillar of fire to give them light (and bearings
for direction).”
Furthermore, if you are somehow off having
euphoria through some mind-enhancing or -altering
substance, YOU WILL MISS THE VERY CLUES
AND SIGNS SENT FOR YOUR USE. This, too, is
just the way it IS. You can and will do whatever you
choose to do with the facts offered here, so please realize
that what I offer will be handled exactly as you choose
to handle it and I (NOR GOD) will love you the lesser
for your choices. However, also realize that you need to
KNOW that it is then my choice as to WHO fills the
roles in the positions which are presented to the world as
a whole. If we have people “breaking the law”
knowingly, I must consider that in my own selection
processing. And yes, of course there are varying degrees
of importance in breaking laws, but as even with
“speeding”—I care not what YOUR PREFERENCE
MIGHT BE—drive within the legal limits and the
confrontation over same will be avoided. If you must
drive faster than the limits to make an appointment, then
START THE JOURNEY SOONER. This, however, is
not in point. When you are dealing, however, with
intake, purchase or sale of any restricted or prohibited
substances, you are moving into CRIME of
INTENTIONAL RECOGNITION. There can be
instances where breaking a speed regulation is quite
excusable—dabbling in criminal activities finds no
“reason” and “excuses” SHOULD NOT BE
HONORED.
Remember something of great and grave importance:
If nobody abused the laws, there would be no need for other
than orderly legal regulations—but laws must be for
everyone equally applied and not just whether or not you
choose up some for self and demand restrictions on others.
Yes, I CAN associate this quite easily even as to “pot”
smoking, which was discussed within the past couple of
days. If you “have it”, it is unlawful. It is unlawful if you
use it, grow it, smoke it, sell or buy it. The only
POSSIBLE “reason” or “excuse” to have it in your
possession is if you have found it or confiscated it from a
minor and are taking it to turn in to the police—and if you
do THAT, you might well better ask THEM to come pick
it up instead of you hauling it around. And guess what,
this is only a weed of which we here speak. Get into more
controlled drugs and you do not ever “accidentally” have
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any in your presence. Even more importantly, if you travel
intercontinentally, you had best be very careful to whom
you lend your pieces of luggage—for you will be arrested
and incarcerated if your luggage causes a “drug-sniffing
canine” to take notice and if residue is found, you will be
prosecuted. If you are caught, for instance, taking unlawful
drugs into Malaysia, it can be a death-penalty crime, and
you are warned far in advance—so “excuses” are not
acceptable, nor is “ignorance” of the law.
As to alcohol use? Well, there is “use” and there is
“abuse”. Use of alcohol, where legal and acceptable, is fine
but public intoxication or driving, flying or operating a
vehicle of any kind UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
SAME—IS A CRIME. My purpose in reminding you of
these things is so that YOU CAN MAKE YOUR
DECISIONS PRIOR TO BEING OFFENDED BY MY
FAILURE TO CHOOSE YOU FIRST IN MY FRONTLINE RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS. I KNOW that tobacco
as processed today is FAR WORSE than any type of
marijuana as to health consequences of the bad variety—
BUT THE LAW GOVERNS ONE AND NOT THE
OTHER! If you, however, are selling tobacco to minors—
you are breaking the law and so be it. I did not make your
laws, you did.
If you complain in debate that “pot” is not against
God’s laws, fine, take it up with God—but I will not honor
your decision to break the laws of the land when what we
must accomplish must be accomplished within ALL LAWS
AS CONSTRUCTED BY MAN. “But that is, at least,
inconvenient...”, you might debate. Fine, if inconvenience
in service to God’s cause is utmost in the decisions of
participation, then so be it.
Can’t you see and hear what I am telling you here?
YOU are the one who must choose and take responsibility
for self and your own actions—and also that which you
ALLOW in your children. And, by the way, when you start
trying to categorize things as for children and juveniles and
adults—you err. The biggest problem with “adult”
programming is the very act of adultery. Why do you think
you do these things in secret and in the dark places? Until
you grow up, chelas, you can’t have responsibility enough
to RUN A WORLD.
The greatest secret of the universe, in case you are
wondering, is WHEN THE EGO BECOMES ONE
WITH GOD AND NEEDS NO FURTHER
ATTENTION OR GRATIFICATION OF SELF.
Now, to leave you I would offer a thought in how you
support self to achieve: “If your brother sins, rebuke him,
and if he repents, forgive him.”—Luke 17:3
So here, you might say: “Well, what of forgiveness to
those who committed wrongs against you and you offer not
forgiveness?” Oh my, chelas—the key word here is
REPENT. If the wrongdoer will not admit to error, there
can be no forgiveness—for there is no petition for same nor
is there repentance or even apology. You can’t FORGIVE
in advance nor can you “forgive” that which has not been
requested. You are told not to “judge” and yet you MUST
judge, and to offer forgiveness “in advance” or
unpetitioned—IS TOTAL JUDGMENT.
A HEAVY TRIP
I lay a heavy trip onto you? How so? What is so
heavy in having UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES? IF
THERE BE “HEAVY” TRIPS—THOSE ARE YOURS
AND NOT OF GOD. SO BE IT.
May your trip not be heavy, but balanced in JOY.
Dad
dharma
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A Letter From
Dr. Ron Carlson
12/30/99
FPC NELLIS—If I had imagined that I would be
sitting in the typing room of the law library of Federal
Prison Camp Nellis as I first entertained the notion to
challenge the United States (this term designates
government), I would have surely been less inclined to
do the “patriot thing”. But, in the early 1980s, the
decade of beginning and senseless completion of
takeover by the United States of the private sector, I
was first exposed to the brutality of the Internal
Revenue Service. Little did I think that my inquiry into
the mundane and oft-avoided subject of “income tax”
would lead me on an odyssey—some may call it a
nightmare—ending the year 1999 incarcerated.
Well, I am here with joy and love in my heart, just
about to usher in the New Year 2000! I overlook the
valley in which Las Vegas is nestled, if one can
conceive of something nestling in the desert. The day
is clear and crisp, not a cloud in the sky. The Sun is
hot but the air dry and cool. Being north of Las Vegas
and a bit on the slopes above, I can see the brown cloud
of carbon effluent drifting about the city. Without the
wind, this layer poses an ever-present reminder of
man’s folly in his disregard for our precious
environment. What seems more important to residents
of the city and residents of this detention camp
juxtaposed at Nellis Airforce Base, is the idea of
“money”. The ever-pervading conversation here is the
story of my incarceration and the money I lost. And
after those, how will I next structure my life to make
the millions I deserve—and do it without getting caught
by the United States?
But as I am finding, beyond these conversations is
the essential question of “Why am I here?”
Unanswered, this is the bogeyman of the camp. None
can answer this question but by excuse, explanation, or
“I just don’t know what happened!” There seems no
answer to the question and so the question is not ever
present in the normal conversation set. I, as well as the
other 300 to 400 residents, continue to ask why, why,
why—hoping upon hope that by asking the question one
may see the magic key opening the gate out of here.
In my case, the appeal is under way. Since I was
stripped of all assets, I have been required to employ—
if one can do this—a public defender. He seems
competent, at least in the two or three telephone talks
we have had since my sentencing November first. As
they say here at camp, we shall see what we shall see.
If it works, fine; if it does not, fine. I am willing and
able to take what they issue, especially after having
been in a maximum-security jail in Oakland—North
County Jail—for four months. This camp is ShangriLa compared to the first five months of “being down”,
a term used by seasoned prisoners.
There is no need to dwell on the issue of what were
the circumstances surrounding my trial nor the ongoing
issue that an American citizen—a citizen of the United

States of America, living within the union of the Sates,
having domestic income—is not subject to the “income
tax”. There is no such obligation for an American
citizen who has no foreign earned income. Perhaps
sometime in the future I will be allowed to present the
truth of the IRC (Internal Revenue Code), but it would
be out of place for this first writing. A fellow mate
who works in the law library at FPC-Nellis, an attorney
of good fame—and yes, there are some worthy
attorneys—has said yes, the ones who have taken issue
with the United States about this point of law are
correct. But, one will never be allowed to argue that
issue in a court, since all courts are “administrative
courts”, not courts of justice or law—Article III courts.
By the way, Article III means the third article of the
Constitution for the United States of America. Article
III courts are courts of law or justice under the Judicial
Branch of government. Remember, the government
declared bankruptcy on March 9, 1933, placing the debt
upon the private sector through legislative sleight-ofhand. For those of you unfamiliar with this fact, I
direct you to Eustace Mullins’ Rape of Justice, Gene
Schroeder’s War Powers Act, and the most sensible,
clear and eloquent writings of V.K Durham (aka
Grandma Writes Rights).
Succinctly put, the courts of the United States are
under the Executive Branch and the Legislative Branch,
Article I, clause 8, paragraph 17 and 18. Read them
for yourselves. All the states of the Union are now
divided into “districts” and the states as we have known
them are now adhered into these ten districts, extensions
of the “District of Columbia”, that 10-mile square
lodged in the east, designed by the Freemasons. Please
see the most recent CONTACT for a reprint of this
plan, and the so-called Elite, the “Illuminati”. Well, I
say the most recent CONTACT, but it could have been
some time ago, since being in prison dilutes the concept
of time. Just know that we are no longer an in-fact
Republic. We may be in-law a Republic, but in fact we
are a fascist state.
This letter is the first I have typed since July 1999;
and, I believe, due to the challenges I have undergone
for the past 5 or 6 months, it is disjointed. I deeply
apologize for this drifting of impressions. I feel as
though I am a sailor who has been in a maelstrom—
shipwrecked and now setting feet firmly on Terra
Firma, our God-given Blessed Earth-Shan. Thank you,
God, for the grace at this time in my journey!
During my time away from my wonderful wife
Melissa, close friends such as Paul and Hilda and the
beauty of Hawaii, the ocean state delightful, I have
deeply gone within as the Rainbow Masters have
instructed and connected with the God Within, the
mighty “I AM PRESENCE”. Many have encouraged
me to do so, such as one from Broom Court, Arizona.
Through the letters I have gotten from CONTACT
readers, the encouragement from Commander, Doris
and E.J., I have been able to weather this passing
storm—and I do mean passing!
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By my having to go within, I have had to develop,
to a strong degree, my reliance upon that which is
within—the kingdom of heaven is within—that
profound connection so obviously there but overlooked
by me. And this is why, I suppose, I chose this
experience. Since I am a “routine-junky”—and you
may confirm this by asking Melissa—I sense that I
required myself to extricate (extract) myself from the
ongoing routine of my dental practice. Well, what I
mean by that is that in some way I had to remove
myself from the prison I had created with my “dental
obligations” to patients, to the image I had created of
Ron some thirty, nay, perhaps 56 years ago while in
utero, that is, in the womb. This vision had me as a
“survivor”, one who would make it no matter what. I
was, and am, determined to survive. This is, I have
found, the fundamental “program” by which we are all
programmed. God makes no mistakes, so you or I are
not mistakes, but divine souls housed in this Earth suit.
This fact is clear to me now. It may have eluded me
the rest of my life if I had not taken on the mission of
telling the truth as I know it, the truth about the fraud
perpetrated upon the people by this government that is
controlled by the Bolshevik Khazarian Elite.
Obviously, telling what I thought was truth has
gotten me imprisoned. But what, I ask, is new about
that? At first I fought and flailed about regarding the
issue. I paced, could not sleep and could not eat. But
as the support from CONTACT, CONTACT readers,
my wife, family and friends poured in—and it did,
literally, do that—the only direction left was “inward”.
And so I went inward, to that silent “I AM Presence”
within; that meditation and communion in silence at that
sacred cave within. Asking questions, I received no
verbal answers. I received messages only from what I
call promptings, spontaneous thoughts and indicators
from outside connections. What I mean by the latter is
that since everything is the breath of God, I could
discern His direction by the opening of myself to the
guidance of others—other physical or outward
indicators. This does not mean, however, that I would
accept at face value the words of guidance, or thoughts
of guidance or physical signs alone. No, I would take
each slowly within, reflect upon it for the time needed
and then proceed forward. If I only do what others say
I should do, or could do or must do, then I become a
puppet, a Punchinollo! Having to rely upon my GodSelf discernment, that “I AM Presence” within, was
flexing a new muscle, at least for the level of
commitment I was at now. At that juncture, the trial
last July, I was not only putting my money where my
mouth was, but my body as collateral if I ran out of
money. So now they have taken possession of the only
collateral available—the body of the human called Ron
Carlson.
Yet, I have found that even though they may
control the body, they are unable to control the spirit or
the mind, if I do not succumb. My way of being within
prison is to comply as quickly as possible with their
demands. When told to rise, I rise. When told to eat,
I eat. When told to come here or go there, do this or
that, I do so. Not once have I been given a command
that violated my spiritual principle—the Will of God, as
I perceive it. Often, though, my ego would enter and
begin to take over, and it was then that I felt the
conflict with my jailer—and only then. This was
revelational!
While at Alameda County Jail, both federal and
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county/state mates were housed together. The variety
of crimes represented was consistent with what one may
imagine: killers, child molesters, pot growers and
dealers, methamphetamine cookers, etc. Yet all, or
most all, were conversant and what one would not
consider “criminal”. The gentlemen seemed ordinary,
regular fellows one could meet at any mall. Here at
FPC-Nellis, one can find people from all walks of life,
from comedians to legislators, professionals to dock
workers, who have committed minimal crimes.
Minimal crimes means “white-collar” generally, but
there are many younger fellows who were involved with
drugs that also are allowed in this camp. Within the
federal system, of which there are an estimated 150,000
prisoners now, separation of the offense levels is
important and for good reason. In Alameda, guards
considered the federal prisoner of a higher class,
whatever was meant by that. It seemed to me that the
general class was human being, give or take the notion
of Higher Universal. This is not meant to disparage
any person I have ever met within the context called
prison. Some had clearly been more abused than others
as children. When one hears their stories only with the
consideration of their emotional aspect, one misses the
point and hears not the message. Each individual
human being had that beginning with their parents, for
better or worse—and usually worse. The pattern
became evident: Parent abuses child, child becomes
parent further abusing child, ad infinitum. But the
abuse I speak of is not only physical. Emotional and
mental are the most common forms of abuse levied. If
one is a human being, one has had this abusive
experience to a greater or lesser degree. Truly, the sins
of the fathers are visited unto the fourth and fifth
generations. And, as I could see beyond this script or
act or persona, as it is called, I could see and
experience the sheer terror of the child without trying to
be that adult within. As Commander long ago noted,
there is an adult within, just anxiously waiting to get
out, to be who we are in the fullness of expression.
The background cry of these individuals is “I want to
be happy...what do I do; what do I do to be happy?”
Although I may have known intellectually how low
man had fallen, my experience has been far more
valuable. Doris wrote recently: “How Low Mankind
Has Actually Fallen”. Yes, it is true, desolation of the
human heart is primary among man at this time and I
pray for the awakening and enlightenment of all.
However, I have also found out how unreal I have been
about many of these issues confronting us. There are
those who, for their own reasons, are hardened beyond
recovery, methinks. It will take their willingness first
of all to make that shift, and it seems not within the
many whom I have met. Yet, God’s Plan includes
whom He wishes and excludes whom He wishes. It is
His choice. [God chooses those who choose Him.]
Through this prison experience I have a sense of
who is in control, ultimately. It is not I, the Ronpersonality, it is the Higher Power of God—known by
me as the “I AM Presence”. Someone else is in control
here, and I have had to learn to let go and let God. As
an example of this, while studying the scriptures of the
Holy Bible with some fellows in Oklahoma Transfer
Center—a switching station for the West Coast for
federal inmates, waiting to be sent to another place to
the east, north, south or west—a story was told about
King Jehosophat. The King was forced into a position
of having to go up against an army greatly

outnumbering his. As a wise man would do, he turned
to the Lord God, the Righteous God, and asked for
guidance. To make the story short, the King prevailed
without even having to go to war, for the Lord God
arranged an internal conflict within the attacking forces.
The adversary was composed of three tribes and the
Lord God saw to it that those who came upon His
Righteousness would fail due to their own selfdestruction. Sound familiar, anyone?
Through this insightful experience I was able to
glean that one must first seek the guidance of God, that
Presence within, by prayer and meditation, and then
move forward with vigor and truth. What King
Jehosophat had to do was trust the Lord God
completely—and show up! Both are essential, as we
have always been instructed that God will work with
you, not for you, have we not? Simple and at the same
time challenging, because it flies in the face of the way
we are fundamentally programmed. The “inherent
pattern” is to strike out and “go kick his
okolé”(Hawaiian for bottom part, the sitter) and do it
now, without any consideration of the guidance of
Creator-God. So, as we do this programmed pattern,
we have mostly ensured our loss, since we are only
duplicating an old strategy. This old pattern is a reflex,
not a possibility. It is “stimulus-response” or “brainthinking”, not “mind-thinking”. Difficult as the pattern
may seem to be, it is breakable. However, there must
be a desire on the part of the one wishing to break the
pattern, and even before that a desire in the heart to
recognize the pattern operating, to be aware of it. What
is the saying about a splinter and a log in the eye?
As I am working on the appeal, I must constantly
be aware of the old way I have been regarding the
government, IRS, William Jefferson Clinton or any
other perceived adversary. If I show up fit to do battle
their way, using their terms, such as “battle”—and this
has borne itself out at trial—I may be doomed to
failure. IF I wait upon the Lord, for His guidance
while being in action, I shall prevail for sure!
An interesting bit of information came to me as I
was reviewing a biographical piece on the prophet
Isaiah. It was noted that Isaiah adopted the way of
being, the notion that the best defense was to not mount
a defense before his accusers. If you will recall, this is
also the way of being that Christ-Immanuel expressed.
Esu knew from his training that to mount a defense
would only create more division, resentment and hate.
He was to demonstrate Love, Trust in God and the
eternal strength of Creator-God. He also knew from his
previous training that he was confronting a “societal
engram”, a “group engram” or stimulus-response—
nobody was home! The Light that He brought would
disclose the lie, the “knee-jerk-reflex”, for what it was.
As I reviewed this idea that the best defense was to
offer no defense, not as a prescription but as a
possibility, I could see that both Isaiah and Christ Esu
were practicing trusting in the Lord God. They were
going within for guidance, instructions and strength—
not without. They relied not on the power of an
attorney, but the power of God through that attorney,
not on the judge’s power, but God’s power manifest
through the judge.
Strikingly, this is what took place at my trial. We
simply called a government witness to restate his words
used by the prosecution against me. The words of that
witness corroborated what our contention was all along.
But, no matter what, when you hire an attorney, he is
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compelled to present a defense. He is unable to
represent you if he does not automatically put forth a
defense. The rules have it now that even a demurer—
e.g., although, Mr. Prosecutor, what you say is true, it
is insufficient for the purposes of this trial—is
considered a defense. So there is no way out in our
current faux judicial system. Once indicted by the
federali, you is on da hook! But as I now see, I was
not really trusting in the Lord God, for I was working
from the point of view that they had me. I could not
get out of the way sufficiently to allow for a grander
arrangement at that time, but I have now.
With this in mind—and more important—is the fact
that I no longer, nor does anyone else for that matter,
need to do a “hero” number or a “patriot-thing”, as I
noted at the start of this sharing. We need no heroes,
just committed HUman beings with a profound desire to
construct the new civilization based upon love, harmony
and truthfulness. Call it the Holy 21st Civilization; call
it what you will, as Commander has, as Doris or E.J.
have, or as others in the crew have. The invitation is
to the world and it is clear: Come, join in the rebirth
of the global civilization; come, let us work together to
the benefit of God, our people and our country. It will
be done with us or without us.
The new monetary system is in place and it is
working, since it is within God’s Plan 2000. No matter
who tries to discredit the great work done on behalf of
all mankind by Commander, the Rainbow Masters,
Doris and E.J. and many other committed souls, the
Baptism of Fire continues as the old system, the old
arguments, the old patterns and the old thinking—
dissolve as salt into water. The old consciousness
passes into the invisible domain of God as He allows
the new consciousness to manifest! Wow, isn’t it
great?!
The invitation is crystal clear and made to all
reading these words that God has allowed me to write
and share. What is left to do is drop the arguments, the
conversation “he did this”, “she did this”, “they are
going to do this or that”—and get busy by working
with Creator-God, Christ Esu, Commander, Doris, E.J.,
and the crew by keeping the paper vital and online.
The call is to participate, not complain; to demonstrate,
not argue; to move forward with God’s Plan 2000 and
defend nothing. I’ll do my time as you do yours, since
all time is a graceful gift of God of Light and Truth.
God bless and keep you, crew, in this time of challenge
and choice.
As for me, I chose Creator-God, the God of
Creation and the ones who follow that path of
Righteousness. So be it, and Amen! Aloha from Nellis
University.
P.S. Engram: A moment in space and time of recorded
pain, emotional pain, while one is “unconscious” that may
contain words. It (engram) resides in the “reactive mind”
or the “engram bank”. I believe this to be the “brain”
which I call “brain-thinking”, which is no thinking, only
stimulus-response or “knee-jerk-reflex”. When you get
angry at something said by your wife/husband/friend/enemy
and you know not why, your button has been pushed and
you are now flying “Ego Air” and the crash lights are on.—
Ron Carlson
To write to Ron, address your letters to:
Ron Carlson, 86617-022
FPC Nellis
North Las Vegas, NV 89036
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The News Desk
By John Ray

AMERICAN INDIANS TAKE CONTROL OF
PINE RIDGE TRIBAL OFFICE
By Chet Brokaw, Boston Globe, 1/17/00
PINE RIDGE, S.D. (AP)—About 100 Oglala
Sioux who accuse the tribe of financial mismanagement
have taken over tribal headquarters and demanded that
the governing council step down.
The group, which is allied with tribal President
Harold Dean Salway, took control of the tribal building
at the Pine Ridge Reservation on Sunday. About 100
people stayed there overnight and said they will remain
until they are satisfied authorities will investigate their
allegations.
Members of the tribal council voted to have the
protesters thrown out of the building. They voted to
have tribal law officers enforce tribal laws that ban the
spread of false propaganda and actions that interfere
with the conduct of council business.
Council members said they expect the tribe’s Public
Safety Director to evict the protesters Monday night or
Tuesday.
Members of the unarmed group are calling for an
audit and have demanded the immediate resignation of
tribal Treasurer Wesley “Chuck” Jacobs and all 17
members of the tribal council. They also have asked
the FBI to seize tribal records dealing with law
enforcement, housing and other programs.
“The bottom line is, we want accountability and
responsibility by our elected officials,” said group
spokesman Dale Looks Twice.
On Sunday, federal agents used a search warrant to
seize paper files and computer records from the Oglala
Sioux Housing Authority. U.S. Attorney Ted McBride
said the warrant was related to an investigation of
programs funded by the Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
By Monday evening, Salway, the tribal President,
signed an order suspending Jacobs for a second time.
He suspended Jacobs in October for allegedly
mismanaging tribal funds but a tribal judge later
reinstated the Treasurer.
And the council adopted resolutions encouraging a
tribal judge to hold Salway in contempt for violating
previous court orders that said he did not have authority
to fire Jacobs.
Jacobs said there has been no mismanagement of
federal or tribal funds and told council members they
need to make sure financial records are not destroyed.
“This thing is a total breakdown in tribal
government. It’s up to you guys to regain control,”
Jacobs said.
Eileen Janis, a spokeswoman for Salway, said the
President and others have become frustrated with Jacobs
and the council majority that always supports the
Treasurer. “We want a complete audit of everything,”
she said.
Mark Vukelich, senior supervisory agent with the
FBI in Rapid City, said Monday afternoon that the

protesters have not provided specific allegations.
Most of the tribe’s 12,100 members live on the
reservation, which consistently ranks as one of the
poorest areas of the nation.
[JR: Let’s hope this doesn’t turn into a prolonged
siege, as with Wounded Knee, though the issues are
similar. Some tribal councils do not represent the
interests of their own people. This is a volatile
situation and certain factions might try to incite
emotions on both sides into irrational reactions.]
IRVING READY FOR COURT BATTLE
OVER HOLOCAUST
By Fiachra Gibbons, The Guardian, 1/8/00
The most emotive libel trial to be heard in Britain
is due to start next week in what is billed as the most
far-reaching court case about the Holocaust since the
execution of Adolf Eichmann.
The British historian David Irving, who has been
widely vilified for questioning whether 6 million Jews
were killed by the Nazis—and who believes that Hitler
knew nothing of the “Final Solution” until late in the
war—is suing an American academic for claiming that
he is a “Hitler partisan” who twists history to cast the
German dictator in a better light.
Deborah Lipstadt, professor of modern Jewish and
Holocaust studies at Emory University in Atlanta,
Georgia, accused Mr. Irving of being one of the most
prominent and dangerous “Holocaust deniers” in the
world in her book DENYING THE HOLOCAUST:
THE GROWING ASSAULT ON TRUTH AND
MEMORY, published by Penguin four years ago.
Both sides have amassed considerable fighting
funds. The trial in court 37 of the High Court in
London starting on Tuesday will raise questions about
the limits of free speech when dealing with views which
are likely to incite hatred.
“Holocaust denial is a crime in several European
countries, including Germany and France, and the
government is still considering proposals to introduce
similar laws in Britain. The trial will open as Downing
Street announces the first national Holocaust memorial
day.”
Mr. Irving claims Professor Lipstadt defamed him
by alleging his writing “applauds the internment of Jews
in Nazi concentration camps” and that he was “an
Adolf Hitler partisan who wears blinkers and skews
documents and misrepresents data in order to reach
historically untenable conclusions, specifically those that
exonerate Hitler”.
Mr. Irving alleges she also tarnished his reputation
by linking him with the Iranian-backed Hamas and
Hezbollah terrorists, the anti-Semitic Black American
Nation Of Islam and the Russian neo-Nazi group
Pamyat, which he believes leaves him open to
assassination.
He claims that “as a reputable historian with some
ground-breaking work behind me, I should be enabled
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to use an element of skepticism in my work without
being accused of being a Holocaust denier”.
Penguin and Prof. Lipstadt deny libel and have
assembled some of the world’s leading authorities on
the Holocaust and the Second World War to bolster
their case. The defence is being led by Richard
Rampton, QC and Anthony Julius, the solicitor who
handled Princess Diana’s divorce and the author of a
book about the poet T.S. Eliot’s anti-Semitism.
Irving, the author of more than 20 controversial
books, including Hitler’s War and a biography of
Goebbels, has gathered a formidable team but has been
forced to subpoena two key witnesses, the military
expert and journalist John Keegan and D.C. Watt of the
London School of Economics, who would not give
evidence voluntarily.
Mr. Irving, who is representing himself in court,
told The Guardian he does not want “to fight the
Second World War all over again” but claims Jewish
and leftwing organisations—which he terms the
“traditional enemies of truth” on his web-site—“seem
intent on leading a global onslaught against me”.
“They say I am the most dangerous man on Earth.
I must admit I am very intimidated by the amount of
money they have spent and the number of people they
have sent to Germany to scour for facts.”
Mr. Irving was banned from Germany after
claiming the gas chambers at Auschwitz were built by
the Polish communists and has also been refused entry
to Canada, Italy, Austria and Australia.
“They want a showdown. I think they are relishing
the prospect and I doubt they will have change from $5
million in the amount they have spent already on
experts,” he said. “They have some very good experts,
indeed, and I look forward to meeting them.”
“But if they want to fight the Second World War
all over again, they will regret it. We have some
experts of our own in the shadows, including one of the
U.S.A.’s most distinguished architects. We have
surveys using ground-penetrating radar of the Treblinka
camp looking for mass graves.”
He said the case would boil down to two crucial
issues. “They are out to prove what they call the
Holocaust and the figures—figures I will dispute—and
to prove that I’m a corrupt, dishonest and rotten
historian.”
Neither Anthony Julius nor Penguin would
comment publicly on the case but a leading Israeli
historian, Yehuda Bauer of Yad Vashem, the Holocaust
Museum in Jerusalem, said the trial was a wonderful
chance to nail the myth once and for all—that the
Holocaust did not happen.
He admitted, however, that Mr. Irving was a
“dangerous” adversary.
“There is no doubt that he is an extremely
intelligent man and he has read a huge number of
documents, and this conscious denial of the truth is
something that he has in common with many other
deniers.”
But Efraim Zuroff, head of the Simon Wiesenthal
Centre in Jerusalem, said the British libel courts were
not the best place to determine the truth about anything.
“I know from bitter experience how crazy they can
be. My own book about a Nazi war criminal living in
Britain cannot be sold there because of your libel laws.
“Anything can happen in those courts. Any victory
for Irving will be a loss for truth and historical
accuracy.”
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Mr. Irving, who frequently claims his finances are
“on a knife edge”, said he was only able to pursue a
notoriously expensive libel action because of the
“4,000 supporters across the world who have
contributed to the cause. Help comes—three dollars
here, five dollars or 10 dollars there—but I have got
to be careful [about saying who they are] because of
poor Neil Hamilton.
“Not that I will lose, but after the shock people
got, they are having second thoughts about supporting
me.”
He claims he would have settled for £500
donated to a charity for limbless girls in memory of
his daughter, who died in September.
His opponents claim he is being bankrolled by
rightwing extremists, mainly from America. Mr.
Irving denied that he had been funded by members of
the Ku Klux Klan, although he did have their details
on his database. “They are clearly marked, warning
KKK,” he said.
He claims he has been forced to hand over his
private papers and diaries by the defence. “My
diaries amount to 25 million words as well as my
telephone logs.
“This will all backfire on them...the only thing
they have on me is a song I hummed to my one-yearold daughter, a little Hilaire Belloc-type ditty.”
Belloc, an English inter-war poet, was an infamous
anti-Semite.
The non-jury case will be heard before Mr.
Justice Charles Gray, a distinguished former libel
barrister, and is expected to last at least three months.
Mr. Irving is also suing the historian Gita Sereny over
a review in the Observer of his book about Joseph
Goebbels, which claimed he rather than Hitler was
the brains behind the Holocaust.
A career of controversy
The son of a naval commander from Essex who
served in both World Wars, David Irving, 62, is best
known for Hitler’s War, his best-selling account of
the Second World War from the Fuhrer’s perspective.
It presents Hitler as a balanced leader who knew
nothing of the Final Solution until it was too late.
After dropping out of university—he got 11 Alevels—and spending a year as a steelworker in the
Ruhr while learning German, Irving made his name
with a book about the allied bombing of Dresden and
biographies of Rommel and Rudolf Hess.
He quickly gained a reputation as an awesome
researcher, unearthing elderly Nazis from Alpine
villages and isolated Argentinian ranches, but soon
ran into trouble after disputing whether [or not] there
were gas chambers at Auschwitz.
His credibility was called further into question
when his biography of Goebbels claimed it was he
rather than Hitler who orchestrated the persecution
and extermination of the Jews.
Irving’s partner, Bente has been openly critical of
his views, and his twin brother, a civil servant, has
changed his name to avoid comparisons with him.
[JR: There is very little coverage of this trial
carried in the established world media even
though history itself is on trial. It is mostly
confined to England as a libel suit even though
the media of the world are watching it very
closely. This one trial could destroy the
credibility of half a century of the Holocaust
industry’s published history of World War II.]
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CORN BECOMES PLASTIC
AT HUGE NEW NEBRASKA FACTORY
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responsible,” said Stavropoulos.…
[JR: It is a promising and positive enterprise and
will provide another market for our farmers, plus
Lycos-ENS Daily News, 1/11/00
help improve the environment. No doubt the
multinational oil companies are also involved, since
NEW YORK, New York, (ENS)—The kernel of a it is definitely competition.]
new industry for America’s heartland is a first-of-itskind factory that will make the raw material of plastic
SEEDS OF CHEMICAL DISCONTENT SOW
cups, packaging and fabric from corn, not petroleum.
NEW SUCCESS FOR ORGANIC FARMERS
Cargill Dow Polymers, a joint venture between
Cargill Incorporated and The Dow Chemical Company,
Chicago Tribune, 1/9/00
today leapfrogged over other plant-based plastics
companies by announcing plans to build a “world-scale
STAVELOT, Belgium (AP)—Jean-Pierre Bastin
facility” in Blair, Nebraska to manufacture plastic beams with pride as he shows off his dairy herd grazing
products from corn.
on the lush hilltop pastures his family has farmed for
Companies have been experimenting for years with four generations deep in the Ardennes Forest.
plant-based plastics as replacements for petroleumBut a grimace wipes away the organic farmer’s
based plastics with their toxic byproducts, wastes and smile at the mention of the health scares staining the
inability to break down in landfills.…
reputation of Europe’s farm products.
…Cargill Dow Polymers (CDP) has stepped into
“It’s revolting. We’re doing our best to produce
the lead by offering a family of durable plastics derived quality food, and there are farmers out there who’ll do
entirely from annually renewable agricultural crops that anything for money. It gives us all a bad name,” Bastin
can compete with hydrocarbon-based fibers and packing says, his breath clouding the morning air.
materials in cost and performance.
Bastin, 44, is part of a new breed of European
Cargill and Dow plan to invest more than $300 farmer bucking the trend toward intensive, industrialized
million in the business and production facility.
agriculture, which many people blame for the mad-cow
A new technology will use natural plant sugars crisis in Britain, Belgium’s dioxin scandal and
from corn to make “proprietary” polylactide (PLA) revelations of French cattle fattened on sewage sludge.
polymers for fibers, plastic packaging and other
Feeding on mounting consumer distrust of such
products. Future applications of the technology could chemical-dependent farming, Europe’s organic
include injection-blow-molded bottles, foams, emulsions agriculture is growing faster than a hormone-injected
and chemical intermediaries.
steer.
This new technology allows the company to
The sector once dismissed as the pastime of
“harvest” the carbon that living plants remove from the crackpots and idealists has grown into a business worth
air through photosynthesis. Carbon is stored in plant $7.3 billion a year in the European Union and around
starches, which can be broken down into natural plant $15.6 billion worldwide, says Dr. Nicolas Lampkin, an
sugars. The carbon and other elements in these natural agriculture specialist at the University of Wales in
sugars are then used to make NatureWorks™ PLA, Aberystwyth. A report Lampkin prepared for the EU
which will be made into utensils, packaging or fibers this year said the number of organic farms in the bloc
for cloth and carpeting.
had soared from just 6,300 in 1985 to more than
The new CDP plant will be located at the site of 100,000 in 1998.
Cargill’s corn wet-milling plant at Blair. It is expected
Even with that spectacular growth, organic farmers
to come on-stream in late 2001 with an annual capacity are struggling to cope with demand, Lampkin says in a
of 140,000 metric tons of NatureWorks™ PLA telephone interview.
polymers.
“The food scares have played a role, but there’s a
“The decision to locate at Blair was based on a more general expectation for better food standards,
number of factors, including the availability of natural higher quality among consumers...they want to avoid
plant sugars needed to make PLA, proximity to existing genetically-modified organisms in particular,” he says.
Cargill operations, easy access to railroads and
By 2005, Lampkin expects 10 percent of all
freeways and an excellent pool of people qualified to agricultural land in western Europe will be organic—
train for high-value jobs as operations technicians,” said farming that uses only animal or vegetable fertilizers
Jim Stoppert, CDP President and CEO.
and does without chemical pesticides, growth hormones
Approximately 200 people will be employed in the and the like. Austria has already passed 10 percent;
construction of the CDP plant, which will be operated Switzerland and Sweden are not far behind.
by a staff of about 100 people.
Bastin made the switch to organic in 1994.
Cargill’s corn wet-milling division produces about
“I’d had enough of chemical fertilizers. I wanted
600,000 tons of Sweet Bran® 60, 100,000 tons of corn to work more with nature, closer to the soil,” Bastin
gluten meal, 50,000 tons of corn oil, 1.5 billion pounds explains as he feeds armfuls of hay to his black-andof high-fructose corn sweeteners and 70 million gallons white Holstein-Friesian calves. “My grandfather did it
of fuel-grade ethanol.…
that way, why can’t I?”
…William Stavropoulos, President and CEO of
Bastin, who sells his milk to a nearby organic
Dow, said, “What’s exciting about this technology is its cheese-maker, says there are 15 organic dairy farmers
multitude of applications and the fact that plastics can in the Ardennes region of high plateau and wooded
come from renewable resources such as corn….”
valleys close to the German border in eastern Belgium,
…“NatureWorks™ polymers offer the opportunity and 50 more are in the process of converting their land
to develop truly sustainable products, and because we to organic production.
are using raw material that can be regenerated year
Lampkin says the rapid development of organic
after year, it is cost competitive and environmentally production was facilitated by EU legislation in the early
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1990s that set common standards across the 15-nation
bloc and allowed for government subsidies to help
farmers break their dependence on artificial fertilizers
and pesticides.
The Belgian government paid Bastin $308 for each
of his 135 acres during the two-year statutory
conversion period before his farm could be licensed as
organic.
Farmers can also get higher prices for organic
goods. Although Bastin’s 45 cows produce less now
that they are on an organic diet, pint for pint, he gets
triple the price for his milk now.
In Belgium’s Delhaize supermarket chain, six
organic eggs sell for the equivalent of $1.56, double the
price of non-organic. Three organic leeks are $2.09,
compared with $1.25 for a bundle of five grown
conventionally.
Delhaize is among a burgeoning number of
European supermarkets that are taking organic retailing
out of the hands of the small farm stores that have long
pioneered bio-products.
“Organic products are becoming the No. 1 choice
for more and more customers, and we have had to
expand our range of lines to over 500,” says Andrew
Sellick, organic buyer at Britain’s Tesco PLC.
Tesco says organic sales will top $162 million this
year, compared with just $8 million three years ago.
As big business muscles into the organic sector,
some people fear the original farmers’ dedication to
organic production will be undermined as the sector
expands to take on those motivated more by profits than
ecological ideals.
Europe’s organic watchdogs disagree.
“It’s very tightly controlled,” says Jerome Geels at
the Belgium branch of Ecocert, one of the bodies
authorized by governments to certify organic producers.
Although Ecocert’s inspectors are increasingly
overworked by the bio-food boom, Geels says farmers
can still expect up to 10 unannounced inspections a
year to ensure standards are respected.
Organic farming pioneers view the expansion with
mixed feelings.
Concern about competition from big business is
mingled with satisfaction over what activists see as
benefits for the environment, health and rural
employment.
“I always said that when organic products took off
in the big supermarkets we would have won,” says
Henri Paque, who went organic on his 111-acre farm
20 years ago.
Paque, 53, watches his son serve a line of
customers from the nearby city of Liege, choosing from
an organic range in his farm store that includes
vegetarian dog food.
“I may not have gotten rich out of this, but I’m
rich in my heart,” Paque says. “You know, there are
farmers who have to wear a mask when they go to
their fields, when they should be breathing the good,
clean air.”
[JR: The Europeans are moving ahead with
organic farming and products, which could also
increase our U.S. exports of organic products.
We have an uphill battle in the U.S. because most
large farms here are owned and operated by the
overly economic-minded mega-conglomerates,
where demand for quantity overrides quality.
The change will only come from our demands
and choices as consumers.]

U.S. SCREENS TV EPISODES FOR DRUG WAR
By M. Lacey and B. Carter, Chicago Tribune, 1/14/00
WASHINGTON (NYTNS)—Over the past two
years, the White House has reviewed some scripts and
advance footage of such television shows as ER and
Beverly Hills 90210 under a little-known financial
agreement with the networks that encourages them to
include anti-drug messages in the plots of programs.
As part of the arrangement, White House drug
policy officials scrutinized in advance more than 100
episodes on all the major networks. If the government
signs off on a particular show, the networks receive
credit that reduces the number of costly public-service
announcements they are forced by law to air.
The government officials in the White House Office
of National Drug Control Policy said they made some
programming suggestions to the networks. But
television executives, who are participating in the effort
voluntarily with an eye on the bottom line, insist that
they never gave control of the content of their shows to
the government.
“NBC has never ceded creative control of any of
our programs” to the drug policy office or any other
department of government, said Rosalyn Weinman, the
Executive Vice President of Content Policy for NBC.
The other networks issued similar statements.
But various networks and television studio
executives said they did look for episodes that might
satisfy the interests of the drug office.
The practice surfaced on Thursday in a critical
report by Salon, an Internet magazine, that labeled the
practice “prime-time propaganda”. Although not widely
known, the programming effort had been outlined by
Gen. Barry R. McCaffrey, Director of the drug policy
office, during a congressional hearing last autumn.
Andrew Jay Schwartzman, President of the Media
Access Project, a public-interest law firm, told Salon,
“This is the most craven thing I’ve ever heard of yet
[sic]. To turn over content control to the federal
government for a modest price is an outrageous
abandonment of the 1st Amendment.”
Under the program, government officials get an
advance look at whatever shows the networks want to
submit and an opportunity to make the case that antidrug messages be inserted. Occasionally, the drug
policy office might suggest that a scene be changed or
a line rewritten to show characters turning down
marijuana or ruining their lives through cocaine, said
Alan Levitt, an official in the drug policy office who
helped create the program. In the vast majority of
cases, he said, no suggestions are made.…
…“I guess we plead guilty to using every lawful
means of saving America’s children,” said Bob Weiner,
a spokesman for the drug office. “But we don’t
interfere in the creative process. We don’t say they
can’t run anything. We don’t tell them what to say or
not to say”.…
…Levitt said all the major networks have
participated in the arrangement, saving in excess of $20
million in advertising costs. Although Levitt listed
numerous shows that had been reviewed by his office—
from ER to Touched by an Angel to the Cosby Show—
he declined to provide the complete list.…
…Under the programming deal worked out by the
drug office, networks can reduce the amount of ad time
they are required to provide to the government by airing
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anti-drug shows. The networks can then sell airtime
that would have gone to the government for half price
to regular advertisers for full price.
Every network issued statements asserting that they
have never ceded any control over their content to any
governmental office.
But every network but one agreed they had sent
final drafts of scripts or tapes of completed shows to
the advertising agency representing the drug office,
seeking credit from the government.…
…At a hearing in October before a House
appropriations subcommittee, McCaffrey outlined the
complicated system of credits.
“An on-strategy story line that is the main plot of
a half-hour show can be valued at three 30-second ads,”
he said. “If there is an end-tag with an 800 number or
more information at the end of a half-hour show, it is
valued at an additional 15-second ad. A main story line
in an hour-long prime-time show is valued at five 30second ads, while such a story line in a one-hour
daytime show is valued at four 30-second ads.”
McCaffrey discussed the complexities of getting the
right message across. “We realize that you cannot
‘shoehorn’ a drug message in a script where it does not
belong,” he testified. “It must appear organically”.…
[JR: The wizards of Washington really know how
to work their magic. They wave their wads of
money and the media moguls provide the messages
and ideas our controllers want to instill into our
opinions. What a sweetheart deal—and they call it
entertainment.]
WHY WE FEW CRITICIZE ISRAEL
By Joseph Sobran, from the Internet, 1/14/00
WASHINGTON—People sometimes ask me why
I’m so critical of Israel, as if I should be devoting more
of my attention to Sri Lanka, or perhaps Zaire. But the
question is always a little nervous, as it wouldn’t be if
I were writing equally often about Sri Lanka or Zaire.
I could understand this curiosity if some other
small, remote country were one of the world’s four or
five military powers; if it received a quarter of our
foreign aid; if it were constantly on our front pages; and
if its sympathizers regularly occupied much of the oped space of The New York Times and other major
newspapers. But there is only one country of whom
these things are true, and that is Israel.
Nobody thinks it’s odd that there should be 20
columnists who are apologists for Israel but apparently
it is unfathomable that there should be one or two who
are critical of Israel.
But there’s another reason that is both personal and
professional. Israel has a very powerful lobby in this
country, with a highly accomplished propaganda corps.
And that lobby is not content with making the case for
Israel and putting fear into nearly all the politicians in
Washington, who are supposed to be representing the
interests of the United States. It also tries to shut up
opposition in the free press.
I have felt its pressure. So have Rowland Evans
and Robert Novak. So has Patrick Buchanan. And a
great many newspaper editors.
We still hear of the fear engendered by Joe
McCarthy. But people talked freely about that fear
even at the height of Sen. McCarthy’s career. I
believe that someday historians will look back with
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more wonder about the quieter and more paralyzing
fear engendered in our own era by domestic Zionist
power. The press was never afraid of Sen.
McCarthy; it is very much afraid of Israel’s U.S.
sympathizers.
One result is that the news we get from Israel is
heavily self-censored and bowdlerized. The average
American thinks of Israel as a “democratic” country
whose domestic troubles are due to unruly Arabs.
Not one American Christian in a hundred realizes that
if he lived in Israel, he would be the victim of official
discrimination—forced, like the Soviet Jew, to carry
an identification card effectively stigmatizing him.
If Israeli propaganda were true, there would be
no need to quash or intimidate critics. The very act
of trying to silence opposition is a kind of confession
in itself. Ring Lardner said it well: “‘Shut up,’ he
explained.”
Is there no case to be made for Israel? Of course
there is. I have made it myself. I would make it
again—if Israel had not become a threat to freedom
of speech and ethical debate in this country. But
when you risk injury to your career in the U.S. by
defending the interests of the U.S., something is
seriously wrong. A proper parallel is not with Joe
McCarthy, who at least was trying to uphold
America’s position, but with the publishing industry
in New York during the 1930s, when a book critical
of the Soviet Union stood scant chance of seeing
print.
Suppression is a good tactic, but a bad strategy.
In the long run, the truth has a way of seeping
through. No matter how many clever excuses you
make for a Yitzhak Shamir, it’s not a terribly good
idea to have Americans identifying Israel with
Yitzhak Shamir. Israel was much better off when
Americans identified Israel with Abba Eban—now in
political exile for his moderation.
And it isn’t wise, in the long run, to make
Americans afraid, in their own country, to speak their
minds about a foreign country. They will eventually
resent the colossal impudence of it. And the country
on whose behalf the suppression was enacted will
bear the consequences.
[JR: One only has to look behind the scenes and
see just who owns and runs these publications to
find answers to this question.]

have jurisdiction in my county unless I grant it to
them.”
Mattis clarified his position by saying the federal
court had ruled the State of Wyoming is a sovereign
state and the State Constitution plainly states that a
county sheriff is the top law-enforcement official in
the county.
Additionally, Sheriff Mattis contends that the U.S.
Constitution, Article 1, Section 8, clearly defines the
geographic territories where the federal government
has jurisdiction. Amendment X, he said, states that the
powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.
Therefore, Mattis thoroughly believes the Feds
have very limited powers in any state unless the local
high-sheriff allows them to exercise power beyond
that which the Constitution provides. “Put another
way,” Mattis said, “if the sheriff doesn’t want the
Feds in his county, he has the constitutional power
and right to keep them out or ask them to leave.”
Accompanied with other legal interpretations,
Mattis stands on the definition of the word sovereign,
which is defined by Webster’s Dictionary as
“paramount, supreme. Having supreme rank or
power. Independent: a sovereign State.” Mattis said
he grew weary of the Feds coming into his county
and running roughshod over county residents: i.e.,
illegally searching, seizing property, confiscating bank
accounts, restricting the free use of private lands and
other abuses, without a valid warrant and without first
following due process of law as guaranteed by the
Constitution to every citizen.
As long as Mattis remains Sheriff, he says he will
continue to see to it that the citizens of his county get
their day in court.
Mattis went on to say that, to his knowledge,
even the IRS has not attempted to seize any citizen’s
real property, bank account or any other privatelyowned possessions since he ran the Feds out of his
county.
Sheriff Mattis emphasized that he is not a radical
man. He said he is only dedicated to protecting the
constitutional rights of the citizens of his county. He
added that ordinary citizens are not the only ones
bound by and expected to obey laws. Elected
officials and government employees at all levels of
government are also bound by and should be
expected to obey certain laws.
As long as Sheriff Mattis is the High-Sheriff of
Big Horn County, he seems determined to make sure
private citizens and government officials alike act
within the law and their designated powers.
Sheriff Mattis came across as a soft-spoken,
polite man whose only interest is protecting the
citizens he was elected to serve. That being the case,
he might be the Sheriff for as long as he wants to be.
Sheriff Mattis is hopeful that other sheriffs will
assume the same stance.
[JR: This is not a new story, but one well worth
repeating. It has influenced numerous county
sheriffs in other states but needs further exposure
to re-emphasize the constitutional powers a local
sheriff can exercise within his own county. For
the record: Dave Mattis is still the Sheriff of Big
Horn County and he still requires federal agents
to get his permission to conduct any official
business in his county.]

SHERIFF BOOTS FEDS FROM HIS COUNTY
By Phil Hamby, The Knoxville Journal, 10/1/97
Sheriff Dave Mattis of Big Horn County,
Wyoming said this week that as a result of Case #
96-CV099-J, U.S. District Court, District of
Wyoming, he now has a written policy that forbids
federal officials from entering his county and
exercising authority over county residents unless he is
notified first of their intentions.
After explaining their mission, Mattis said he
grants them permission to proceed if he is convinced
they are operating within the legal parameters and
authority limitations set forth in the U.S. Constitution.
The Sheriff grants permission on a case-by-case
basis only. When asked what, if any, repercussions
he had gotten from the Feds, he quickly and
confidently replied, “None whatsoever.”
He explained by saying, “They know they do not
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FORMER WORKER ACCUSES ARMY
CHEMICAL-WEAPONS PLANT OF VIOLATIONS
Nando Media, 1/12/00
WASHINGTON—Officials at the Army’s
chemical-weapons incinerator in Utah rigged tests and
misled state regulators to conceal the plant’s inability to
safely destroy nerve agents, says the plant’s former
Permit Manager.
Gary Harris also said Tuesday that officials at
Tooele Chemical Agent Disposal Facility knew residue
from sarin—a nerve agent also known as GB that kills
by constricting the lungs and halting breathing—
remained on weapons parts sent to Du-Wald Steel
Corp., a Denver scrap-metal business, between 1996
and 1998.
“The incineration process itself should not be going
on,” Harris said. “It is inherently dangerous. It does
not destroy the (nerve) agent.”
Harris said officials with the Army and the private
contractor running the incinerator threatened to fire him
if he told State regulators or the public about the safety
problems, which he said could allow sarin to escape
into the environment.
Officials with the Army and EG&G Defense
Systems Inc., the contractor that runs the plant, say the
incinerator is safe.
The Army is investigating and “is confident
(Harris’) allegations will be proven untrue,” said Greg
Mahall, a spokesman for the Army’s chemical-weapons
destruction command in Aberdeen, Md.
“We take the allegations seriously, of course,”
Mahall said. “It doesn’t do us any good to let those go
unchallenged.”
EG&G declined to comment on the allegations. A
manager at Du-Wald did not return a phone call seeking
comment Tuesday.
Harris, who resigned from EG&G at the end of
1996, is the fifth former official at the incinerator to
allege environmental and safety problems. One of them,
Steve Jones, regained his post as the incinerator’s Chief
Safety Officer last year after federal courts ruled he had
been illegally fired for criticizing safety at the plant in
1994, when it still was under construction.
Harris first made his allegations in a sworn
statement to the Chemical Weapons Working Group, an
organization asking Utah officials to overturn the
incinerator’s State permit. The group also is suing in
federal court to have the incinerator shut down and
opposes similar planned incinerators at military bases in
Alabama, Arkansas and Oregon.
The $600 million Tooele incinerator, about 50 miles
west of Salt Lake City, has been operating since 1996.
It is the only chemical-weapons incinerator in the
continental United States and was built to destroy nerve
and blistering agents stockpiled at the Army’s Deseret
Chemical Depot since World War II.
[JR: How many people have to question the safety
of this plant before some official with authority gets
the real facts and addresses the hazards here?]
SATELLITES ON THE BLINK FOR DAYS
By John Diamond, Chicago Tribune, 1/13/00
WASHINGTON—The nation’s image-collecting
spy satellites were all but blinded by a Y2K computer
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bug for nearly three days, an outage far more
substantial than the Pentagon initially reported,
according to knowledgeable government officials.
While the Pentagon first portrayed the interruption
as lasting a few hours, in fact, virtually the entire
constellation of high-accuracy optical and radar spy
satellites was either out of service or functioning far
below capacity for most of the New Year’s holiday
weekend.
Though no emergency occurred, the three-day
interruption came at a time when the entire U.S.
intelligence community was on global alert for potential
terrorist activity relating to the year 2000 celebrations.
The interruption began when a computer patch
intended to avert any Y2K glitches failed to function
properly, resulting in data from five spy satellites
coming in as undecipherable garble.
Within a few hours, technicians at the Pentagon’s
main satellite ground station, the Army’s Ft. Belvoir
in suburban Virginia, redirected satellite signals to a
receiving station at White Sands Missile Range, N.M.
They then began a slow process of manually
deciphering the signals into usable imagery.
As the problem emerged on New Year’s Eve,
controllers greatly narrowed the data they were
collecting so that images of only the top-priority
targets were painstakingly recovered. This effort
enabled the Pentagon to assert in news conferences
that it managed to collect most of the intelligence it
needed.…
…But officials said privately that the glitch
seriously “degraded” the flow of satellite imagery
throughout the weekend, and that the vast majority of
what would normally be collected was lost.
How a Y2K problem that even Hamre termed
“significant” could turn up in an area as sensitive as
the nation’s spy satellite system, and virtually
nowhere else in the vast military network of
computers, is something Pentagon officials were
unable or unwilling to explain.
Hamre did not return a phone call seeking
comment, and other Pentagon officials declined to
comment on the record.
None of the security threats that had U.S. officials
on edge over the holiday weekend emerged. But the
interruption in spy satellite imagery was felt
throughout the intelligence community, up to the level
of the White House, which receives a daily diet of
classified imagery focusing on areas of nationalsecurity concern.…
…When an intelligence officer arrived the
Tuesday after New Year’s for the official’s daily
briefing, the official was presented satellite images
taken before and after the computer glitch. The
pictures indicated nothing unusual had gone on in the
intervening time.
The year 2000 flaw interrupted the highly
classified intelligence collected from all three of the
U.S. electro-optical imaging satellites orbiting Earth
and from both of the radar-imaging satellites, which
can assemble a detailed picture of activities on the
ground—even in darkness or through cloud cover.
The problem was centered at the National
Reconnaissance Office’s main ground receiving
station at Ft. Belvoir, just south of Washington,
officials said. The satellites themselves were
functioning normally.
When the Pentagon initially reported the Y2K

flaw, Hamre, the Pentagon’s No. 2 official, said the
blackout lasted “about two hours” and involved “one
of our intelligence systems”. At times during the
briefing, he referred to the problem affecting “the
satellite”.
Hamre said he was reluctant to provide more than
sketchy details on the temporary blindness of the U.S.
spy satellite system over the weekend because it
might provide an opening to “bad guys” who would
seek to take advantage of that vulnerability.…
…A computer software “patch” installed by
officials of the National Reconnaissance Office, which
designs, launches and operates the spy satellites,
failed to prevent an interruption of service with the
arrival of midnight, Jan. 1, 2000, Greenwich Mean
Time, or about 6 p.m. CST on New Year’s Eve.
In news conferences on New Year’s Day and
again on Jan. 4, Hamre emphasized that the
intelligence interruption affected “only one segment of
our satellite-based capabilities”.
The U.S. intelligence community maintains
dozens of spy satellites, some engaged in intercepting
foreign electronic communications. Others in much
higher orbits can detect the heat plume emitted by
rocket launches and provide early warning of possible
enemy missile attacks.
But the five satellites affected are by far the most
expensive intelligence platforms in space, costing
more than $1.5 billion each to build and launch,
according to unofficial estimates. The actual costs are
classified.
The three electro-optical satellites, which take
pictures, digitize the image and send the data to
Earth, are on a level of sophistication similar to that
of the Hubble Space Telescope, the difference being
that instead of pointing out into space, they point
down to Earth. In ideal weather and lighting, the spy
satellites can distinguish objects smaller than one foot
in size.
Launched in the 1990s, these bus-sized satellites,
called Advanced KH-11s, are so secret that the U.S.
government does not acknowledge even how many
are in space. Close followers of intelligence have
been able to discern the number of satellites and their
orbit by combining known information about
classified launches with sightings of orbiting
platforms by telescopes on Earth.
Known as Lacrosse, the two radar-imagery
satellites cost about $1 billion each. The two now in
orbit were launched in 1991 and 1997, according to
Jeffrey Richelson, author of several books on the U.S.
intelligence community.…
…John Pike of the Federation of American
Scientists, a Washington-based group that closely
follows intelligence matters, credited Hamre with
acknowledging the intelligence interruption at all.
But, he said, “Their claim that this outage did not
seriously impact national security was overly
optimistic and understated the level of the problem.”
Pike said the spy satellite system was “seriously
shut down for the weekend” and that had a nationalsecurity crisis developed, “it could have been actively
problematic as opposed to noticeably annoying.”
[JR: After all the hype of the Y2K preparedness
of the Pentagon against terrorist activities, both
foreign and domestic, it turns out that their “Eyes
in the Sky” were shut. Good thing the bad guys
didn’t use this opportunity to attack the U.S.]
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NEW SECURITY CONCEPT
SEES GREATER THREAT TO MOSCOW
By Martin Nesirky, Reuters, 1/14/00
MOSCOW—Russia published its radically
reshaped national security concept on Friday and the
document made clear it has reduced the threshold for
using nuclear weapons, to counter what it sees as a
growing military threat.
It envisages the potential use of its vast nuclear
arsenal “to repel armed aggression”.
Under the previous national-security doctrine
published in 1997, Russia reserved the right to use
nuclear weapons only if its very existence was
threatened.
Acting President Vladimir Putin signed a decree on
January 6 covering the new concept, setting out
Russia’s views on its strategic interests and establishing
priorities for protecting them.
Few details were made available at the time, but
officials said it was a sweeping rewrite of the 1997
security strategy to focus more on fighting terrorism
and organised crime. The 21-page document was
published on Friday in the weekly military newspaper
Nezavisimoye Voyennoye Obozreniye.
The document, which is divided into four sections
and fills two broadsheet pages, says Russia remained
important but “a number of states” were trying to
weaken and marginalise it.
“The level and scale of threats in the military
sphere is growing,” the concept says.
It says Moscow’s main security task is to deter any
attacks, nuclear or conventional, against Russia and its
allies.
“The Russian Federation considers it possible to
use military force to guarantee its national security
according to the following principles:
“The use of all forces and equipment at its disposal,
including nuclear weapons, if it has to repel armed
aggression, if all other means of resolving the crisis
have been exhausted or proved ineffective,” the concept
says.
This compared with the previous concept published
in 1997, which said Russia reserved the right to use
nuclear weapons only if its very existence was
threatened.
The other principle stated under the new concept was
the use of force to quell internal unrest.
The document also said Russia could guarantee its
national interests only if its economy was in good shape.
“For that reason, Russia’s national interests in this
sphere are crucial,” it said. The Russian economy has been
in deep trouble since a financial crisis in August 1998.
The document said Russia would pay more attention to
fighting terrorism, the drug trade and organised crime.
It said there were two main, opposing trends in world
affairs. Moscow’s favoured option was for a “multi-polar”
world with a range of regional powers. The document said
the other trend was for a “unipolar” world dominated by the
United States.
[JR: “The use of all forces and equipment at its
disposal, including nuclear weapons…Russia would
pay more attention to fighting terrorism, the drug
trade and organized crime.” Does this imply that the
X-rated theater or your favorite bookie can now expect
a tactical nuke, instead of the usual no-knock/nowarrant search operation?]
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

1999 Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16
oz.
GAIANDRIANA LIQUID
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
AQUAGAIA
(Mitochondria)
32 oz.
$ 40.00
LIQUID
$ 8.50
GAIALYTE
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
1 liter
$ 3.50
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
$ 8.50
CARBRAGAIA
$ 15.00
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES $ 18.00
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.

by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60
CAPSULES
NONI
30
CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
Whole
Leaf
Aloe
Vera
Concentrate
ALOE JUICE
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APPLE)
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++
PLEASE

$ 22.00
$ 24.95

$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00

2 oz.

00
18.00
$ 18.
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. A m o u n t

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00
$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

$
6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

✴

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and
money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

$1100.00
$

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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